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From the Editor 
I am challenged and excited to be 
the editor of Th e Current for the com-
ing year. Carol Kort , who was your 
editor for two years , is enjoyin g a 
leave of absence in Israel. Like Carol, 
I am asking you to keep us informed 
of your ideas for Th e Current. This 
magazine is your link to Lesley College 
today , yesterday and tomorrow. 
In the Bicentennial Spirit of '76 , 
this issue focuses on our own history 
with articles on 29 Everett Street in 
1776 and the early years of the Lesley 
School. While a look backward in 
time pro vides us with perspective , it 
is excitin g to realize that Lesley 
College is a growing , vibrant educa-
tional leader, constantly planning for 
the future. In this issue, we move 
forward to 197 6 with articles on our 
admissions and placement. 
I look forward to hearing from 
you in 1976 via class notes , lett ers to 
the editor , alumni profiles and submis-
sions of articles for our consideration. 
Happy Bicentennial! 
Mary Bohlen , Editor 
Alumni 
Currents 
Alumni Constitution 
Amended 
At the September 8, 1975, open 
meeting of the Alumni Association 
Board of Directors, it was voted to 
amend the constitution to allow for 
the addition of a recording secretary 
to the existing Board of Directors. 
Telephone-Address Book 
Chosen as Project 
All members of the Lesley College 
community can help the Alumni Asso-
ciation increase the number of scholar-
ships available to qualified candidates. 
By placing a personal and/or business 
advertisement in the forthcoming 
telephone-address book with an adver-
tising section, you can play an in1por-
tant role in the education of Lesley 
College students. Please send your tax 
deductible gift, payable to the Lesley 
College Alumni Association, to the 
Alumni Office, Lesley College, 29 Ev-
erett Street, Cambridge, Mass. 02138, 
no later than December 1, 197 5. 
I I I 
1 I 
STEP Family Weekend 
Because of the success of our 1974 
Alumni STEP (Student Teacher Ex-
change Program) Family Weekend, we 
are offering alumni the opportunity to 
host a visiting English student for a 
November , 1975, weekend. Alumni in-
terested in participating are urged to 
contact the Alumni Office. 
Resource Room Teachers 
Organized 
The first professional organization 
for resource room teachers has been 
started through the efforts of Alice 
McKeamey at the Graduate School. 
The Association of Special Education 
Resource Room Teachers (ASERRT) 
is a professional growth and support 
organization available to resource 
room teachers in the Greater Boston 
area. Alumni interested in becoming 
members should contact Ms. McKearn-
ey at The Compass , 14 Wendell Street, 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138, or call 868-
9600 , extension 191. 
' A Votre Service 
Alumni are invited to use the Les-
ley College Library but must obtain a 
validated library card each semester. 
Alumni attending the September 13 seminar on "Exploring Alternatives for 
Personal and Professional Growth" in newly renovated Alumni Hall were advised 
on continuing one's education and returning to the professional working world. 
A panel discussion on "Understanding Conflicts of Multipl e Responsibilities " 
featured (left to right): Barbara Barron Schilling '50, Lillian Backman '74G, 
Moderator Sandra Sokolove , Henry Lague and Kitty Dukakis '63. 
Please stop by the library between 
9 a.m. and 5 p .m. weekdays or write 
to Virginia Rogers, c/o Lesley College 
Library. 
Alumna Suzanne Straub Fee '65 
asked the Alumni Office to suggest 
educationally related publications 
available through subscription. Two 
such publications which are highly 
recommended are: Childhood Educa-
tion, a bi-monthly for $15 a year , ob-
tained by writing to the Association 
for Childhood Education International , 
3615 Wisconsin Avenue , N.W., Wash-
ington, D.C. 20016; and American 
Education, published ten times yearly 
for $9 .95. Contact the Superintendent 
of Documents , U. S. Government Print-
ing Office, Washington , D.C. 20402. 
Would you like to receive the Les-
ley Weekly, the compact guide to what 
is happening on campus each week , in 
your own home? Subscriptions are 
now being taken for this academic 
year. By mailing $5 to the Public Rela-
tions Office, you will receive a Weekly 
every Friday through May, 1976. The 
address is 29 Everett Street , Cam-
bridge , Mass. 02138. 
New Alumni Association President Speaks 
Dear Alumni , 
I am delighted to begin this message 
with the news that our Alumni Hall is 
now completely renovated, decorated 
and furnished . It is beautiful. Many of 
you devoted time, energy, ideas and 
dollars to make this dream a reality. 
. Alumni involvement in the Lesley 
community has been continually in-
creasing. Through the outstanding ef-
forts of our class agents, 34% of alum-
ni participated in the 1974-1975 
annual-giving program. (The national 
average for colleges is 22% participa-
tion ; ours is a splendid achievement.) 
There are now more than 5,000 
members of the Lesley College Alumni 
Association who are linked to the Col-
lege through 60 regional representa-
tives serving their communities. These 
representatives have held coffees, 
bingo nights, luncheons and auctions 
to bring together alumni in their areas. 
As you all know, the purpose of 
our Association is to support and pro-
mote Lesley College. In the past three 
years, we have awarded two $1 ,000 
scholarships . One of our major goals 
for this year is to increase the number 
of such awards available to students . 
Our major fund-raising project for 
1975-1976 is the printing of a tele-
phone-address book. We need your 
help to make it successful. 
Financial support is only one aspect 
of increased alumni involvement. We 
have played a vital role in the enroll-
ment of new students and the place-
ment of graduates. Lesley College has 
Marjorie Stone Tanzer '64, Alumni Association president, and seven past presidents 
of the Association participated in Alumni Hall dedicati on festivities on September 
20 . Standing from left to right are: Ellen Green Bloch '61, Barbara Barron Schil-
ling '50 , Ms. Tanzer and Sylvia Spugnardi O'Donnell '33. Seated from left to right 
are: Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42, Beatrice Marden Glickman '40, Marjorie D . 
Blomquist '28 and Adele Gruener '20 . 
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a record high enrollment this year , and 
the placement rate remains very high. 
We can take pride in the part we have 
played in helping Lesley gain an out-
standing place in the academic com-
munity. 
Another exciting year has been 
planned . We hope you will be active in 
your organization, the Alumni Asso-
ciation. We can help Lesley College 
continue to grow. Please join us , won't 
you? 
Sincerely, 
m,~)~ 
Marjorie Stone Tanzer '64 
President, Alumni Association, 
1975-1976 
Encouraging 
Develop01ents 
We gratefully acknowledge the gen-
erous gifts of Ralph L. Rose, Corpora-
tor and Parent '61, and Mr. and Mrs. 
G. L. Hopkins. Donna Tufts Hopkins 
'52 is also a member of the corpora-
tion. These gifts , which totaled 
$21,471.00, will help to provide the 
support needed to maintain our qual-
ity educational instruction. 
Recently elected trustees Ruth Ba-
ker, Polly Blakeley, Richard Lee and 
Catherine Stratton have all contrib-
uted actively to the committees of the 
Board of Trustees. Mrs. Baker and Mrs. 
Stratton have served on the ad hoc 
Committee on Visiting Committees. 
Mrs. Blakeley has been a member of 
the Financial Development Committee, 
and Mr. Lee has helped the Buildings 
and Grounds Committee. Mrs . Baker is 
also a representative to the Council on 
Student Life. 
Only engage and the mind grows warm . This precept applies to 
Ann Cleveland Lange '59, for engage 
she has and warmer grows her mind in 
its interests and accomplishments. 
After being graduated from college 
and marrying Robert H. Lange, she 
taught first grade for three years in 
Andover. When her daughters Ruth 
Ann and Carole arrived, she continued 
her interest in teaching by tutoring 
children with learning disabilities in 
her home. Her work with children con-
tinued as her daughters grew , and she 
helped with Junior Garden Clubs , 
Brownies and Girl Scouts. 
Ann's interests soon expanded to 
include workshops and lectures on de-
signs with plant material. She began a 
busy and active yearly schedule as a 
popular teacher and lecturer. 
She studied landscape design and 
flower arrangement in courses spon-
sored by the Garden Club Federation 
of Massachusetts. As her talents grew, 
she earned a Landscape Design Critic's 
rating and a Nationally Accredited 
Flower Show Judge's rating . Ann has 
won many prizes and honors for her 
designs. 
As her interest in design grew, she 
expanded her media to include metals. 
Materials were accessible from her fam-
ily's paper mill machinery factory, and 
her father , an inventive engineer , passed 
on his talents for design perception to 
Ann . She now translates her design 
concepts into sculptured welded metal 
abstracts, often used as garden pieces . 
These have won her praise for their 
clarity and rhythm. 
Her memberships include the Cop-
ley Society and the New England 
Sculptors' Association. For further en-
gagement of the mind, she has served 
as chairperson of the Judges' Council 
of the Garden Club Federation of 
Massachusetts and will represent the 
state of Massachusetts with an inter-
pretive design combining metal sculp-
ture and plant material at the Bicen-
tennial International Flower Show in 
Miami in May, 1976. She will also be 
chairperson of the design section for 
flower arrangements at the New Eng-
land Spring Garden and Flower Show 
in March , 1976. 
Alumni Profile 
Ann Lange: Engaging the Mind 
By further study at the DeCordova 
Museum in Lincoln, Massachusetts, 
Ann hopes to explore and develop the 
challenge of creating larger environ-
mental sculptures. 
In addition to her artistic activities, 
she has found time to raise German 
Shepherd puppies, ride her horse , sail 
her Sunfish and help design and build 
a second home on Cape Cod . 
Ann Lange feels that Lesley College , 
her alma mater , gave her the tools and 
the excellent preparation to meet her 
many challenges. This basis , combined 
with the love and unfailing encourage-
ment of her husband and family , 
showed her the way to work and gave 
kindly light , stimulating latent ability 
and engaging the mind . 
Ann Cleveland Lange '59 , first vice pre sident of th e Alumni As sociation , received 
the 19 7 5 Alumni Recognition A ward. Her sculpture "Arabesque ," was displa y ed 
in the window of Th e Copl ey Society on Newbur y Street in B ost on during Jun e, 
July and August, 1975. 
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Lesley Celebrates the Bicentennial 
Did George Washington Sleep Here? 
George Washington may have quartered his troops at 29 Ev-
erett Street as he did at the Cambridge 
Common. Documentary proof shows 
that in 1776 the land at 29 Everett 
Street was part of the farm of Samuel 
Hastings. The Hastings' farm house 
was at the corner of what is now known 
as Massachusetts Avenue and Everett 
Street. 
On April 14, 1791, Sarah Hastings, 
probably the daughter or granddaugh-
ter of Samuel Hastings, wrote: "(I, a) 
single woman, in consideration for 20 
shillings lawful money paid to me and 
in consideration of the Love and Af-
fection I bear to James Hill ... gold-
smith . .. do hereby give, grant, sell 
and convey ... (the land)." Sarah, 
however, reserved a life estate in the 
land and buildings. 
On October 19, 1791, James Hill 
sold the land to Bethiah Call for 200 
pounds . The land was described as be-
ing bounded "westerly on the Road 
leading to Menotomy 1 ." 
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Bethiah Call conveyed 18½ acres to 
Katherine Wendell on June 6 , 1794. 
The description was : "the ftrst peice 
[sic] on which the House and other 
buildings stand contains about eigh-
teen Acres and an half and consists of 
mowing, pasturing and plow land, and 
is bounded as follows : Southerly on a 
range w1y, Westerly on the road lead-
ing from Cambridge to Lexington. 
Price : 265 pounds ." 
Until the land came into the hands 
of Michael Norton in 1847, records 
concerning its use are unclear. When 
Mr. Norton sold it to Albert Stevens in 
June, 1858, the use of the land was 
monitored: "This conveyance is made 
subject to the following restriction, 
that no building shall be erected on 
said lot within 15 feet of said street ,2 
and that no butcher's shop, carpenter's 
shop, 3 livery stable, or other similar 
nuisance shall be erected on the prem-
ises." 
The next transactions were: Stevens 
to S. Page in 1869; Page to Samuel 
Downer in 1870 ; Downer's executor 
to Abigail S. Page in Jun e , 1883; and 
Abigail Page Sumner and her husband 
John Sumn er to Edith Lesley Wolfard 
in July , 1915. (Recent resea rch indi-
cates that Edith Lesley's parents 
rented the house beginnin g in 1900 or 
1905. See following article .) 
Edith L. Wolfard and Merl R. Wol-
fard conferred 29 Everett Street to the 
Trustees of the Lesley School on Janu-
ary 3, 19 38 . On December 30 , 1941 , 
the trustees transferred the land to the 
Lesley School which was later to be-
come Lesley College, located at 29 
Everett Street. 
1 Menotomy was th e name for tod ay's Ar-
lington. 
2 E verett Street 
3 Albert Stevens was a ca rp ent er. 
Editor's note: The titl e search for 29 Ever-
ett Street was conducted a t the Middlesex 
Co unty Courthouse by Brent S. Bohl en and 
Charles E. YanderLinden. Appreciation is 
also ex tend ed to Charles Sullivan of the 
Cambridge Historical Commission. 
Main campus area Lesley College 1775. 
No, But Edith Lesley Did 
The Lesley family home at 29 Everett Street would be well-
known within a matter of years , but 
this could not have been anticipated 
by the three Lesley family women in 
those early months of 1909 as they 
discussed Edith Lesley's plan to open a 
school for young ladies who wished to 
train for kindergartening. For a single 
woman to leave her secure teaching 
position and go into any sort of busi -
ness venture was not very common. 
Edith, her sister Olive and their mother 
knew it involved a degree of risk. Yet 
it was not so strange an undertaking 
for someone of Edith's experience, 
education and maturity. 
During the previous decades a num-
ber of training schools had been set up 
througl10ut Massachusetts . Olive (and 
perhaps Edith herself) had received 
kindergarten training in a school run 
by Miss Anne L. Page of Danvers. With 
more than a dozen years as a kinder-
garten principal and Harvard/Radcliffe 
courses in psychology and philosophy, 
Edith must have been confident of her 
ability to find success in her new ven-
ture. 
She was undoubtedly encouraged 
by the willingness of Olive, her assis-
tant in the Cambridge schools for 
more than ten years, to serve as in-
structress of gymnastics and folk danc-
ing at the fledgling school. Encourag-
ing also was the apparent need for a 
school in the Cambridge area to meet 
the increasing demand for trained 
teachers of the young. Since no similar 
school existed in the area, a new train-
ing institution for kindergartening had 
more than a fair chance of success. 
For the initial classes, space was 
rented on Concord Avenue, and part-
time instructors were hired to comple-
ment the teaching of the Lesley sisters. 
The first enrollment was very small 
but increased by the end of the school 
year. At the end of a two-year course, 
the 11 graduates of the Class of 1911 
were trained in the basics of Frobellian 
kindergartening. By 1913, psychology , 
primary , color and design, story tell-
ing, mother play, primary observation 
and practice teaching were all part of 
the curriculum . 
A student wishing to be admitted 
to the Lesley School had to have a 
high school diploma or its equivalent , 
be in good health, furnish character 
references and be interviewed by the 
principal. Most importantly , a poten-
tial student had to desire to do serious 
and rewarding work with children fol-
lowing graduation. 
From the beginning, Edith Lesley 
wanted to instill the concept of cul-
ture in her students. Each year a series 
of talks was presented to the student 
body , and both informal gatherings 
and formal teas were part of school 
life. Students were marked on school 
spirit and personal attributes, includ-
ing culture , as well as on the regular 
curriculum. 
Early catalogs and yearbooks stress 
the school's intention to provide home-
like gracious surroundings , and the 
house at 29 Everett Street provided 
the nucleus. The original dormitory 
accommodations were private homes , 
and Edith made it a point to bring 
back furniture and decorations from 
each trip she took to make living even 
more comfortable. Commuting stu-
dents were expected to participate in 
the cultural atmosphere of the campus. 
By the end of its first five years, the 
Lesley School could be called an estab-
lished success. Course offerings were 
steadily expanding in number , and en-
rollment was on the increase . The seri-
ousness of the students and of the 
training was reflected in a report on 
Kindergarten Training Schools pub-
lished by the U. S. Bureau of Educa-
tion. By the end of 1913 , 40 of the 43 
Lesley graduates were teaching. The 
other three were married and therefore 
not allowed to hold teaching positions. 
By 1914, Edith had become an active 
and influential member of the Inter-
national Kindergarten Union. 
by Caroline Harvey 
As the Lesley School was becoming 
successful , events of a personal nature 
were happening in the house at 29 
Everett Street. Olive left to join an ex-
pedition to Dr. Grenfell's mission in 
Labrador , where she hoped to found 
the first kindergarten in Newfound-
land , and later served in France as a 
World War I Red Cross nurse ; Edith 
married Merl Wolfard, a lecturer at 
MIT and an inventor; Edith's mother 
died; and Edith Lesley Wolfard met 
Gertrude Malloch , a woman who was 
to become a partner in running the 
school and a guiding force in the devel-
opment of graduates' placement. 
(Continued on page 20) 
Caroline Harvey is the Director of the Com-
munity Scho ols Program and Counselor in 
the Division of Continuin g Education at 
the Lesley College Graduate School. She 
received a master's degree from Lesley in 
1973. While completing a Certif icate of Ad -
vanced Stud y at the Harvard University 
Graduate School of Education, she enro lled 
in a course on the "History of Women in 
Academe." This allowed her to pursue her 
interest in the history of education and her 
curiosity about the founding and founder of 
Lesley College. She is continuing her re-
search on the history of the college and asks 
that alumni with informatio n, remem -
brances or mementos of the past contact 
her. If you can help to fill in the details of 
the history of Lesley College, please write 
to: Caroline Harvey , Graduate School of 
Education , Lesley College, 29 Everett Str eet, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138. 
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Admissions: 
How 
Alumni 
Help J t is most exciting to open the 
66th year of Lesley College with a 
record enrollment of 730 und ergradu-
ate women, including a record 275 
new students . In the broadest sense 
our success story is truly a cooperative 
effort. My colleagues in admissions are 
constantly saying, "one office does 
not a freshman class make." Have you, 
as alumni of Lesley College, ever 
counted the ways you are involved in 
the success of the Admissions Office? 
Since 1911 successful master teach-
ers have blazed the trail for all subse-
quent Lesley graduates in the teaching 
profession. Their excellence in the 
classroom reflects on their alma mater 
and encourages prospective students to 
consider Lesley College. Indeed , some 
of your former pupils may be in to-
day's freshman class. 
Catherine P. Welch '53 (left), Registrar, and Martha B. Ackerson, Director of Ad-
missions, read the inscriptions on the Lesley College chairs presented to them by 
the Alumni Association in recognition of their dedication and superb service to 
Lesley. 
by Martha B. Ackerson 
The alumni's continuing support of 
our annual giving program not only 
makes possible scholarships for current 
students but also provides some mea-
sure of additional income. The latter is 
used to attract and retain outstanding 
faculty and staff, to develop and up-
grade programs, to build and improve 
facilities and to underwrite a variety of 
activities which make Lesley College 
more attractive to the prospective stu-
dent. 
Each November the on-campus 
Alumni Prospective Student Day pro-
vides our participating alumni an en-
joyable contact with potential stu-
dents and gives them an opportunity 
to renew friendships and keep abreast 
of the Lesley scene. Each year approx -
imately 30% of the students who at-
tend become freshmen. 
Alumni regional representatives 
support the work of the Admissions 
Office by conducting interviews, visit-
ing guidance counselors, representing 
Lesley at college nights and career 
days , submitting news items to local 
papers, referring interested students or 
calling to congratulate a student on 
her admission to Lesley College . 
Alumni often make use of the Col-
lege library or equipment; take addi-
tional courses, workshops or seminars 
or attend campus events. Such activi-
ties prove to the public that our alum-
ni highly regard their college. 
Those alumni not directly involved 
in admissions are still important in our 
work. In their different roles as wives, 
mothers, voters, neighbors or civic 
workers, they "influence." Others may 
ask about Lesley College because of 
their respect, admiration or apprecia-
tion of our alumni. 
My staff and I value your role in 
admissions, welcome your participa-
tion and, as always, seek new ways to 
make the 67th year better than the 
preceding 66. 
1974 -1975 Annual Fund Report 
Dear Friends, 
L esley's Annua l Fund for the year ending June 30, 1975, 
reached an all-time high of $14 0, 791.96 , an increase of $3 0,635.65 
over th e previous year. The number of donors increased by 599 
to a total of 2,104. It is my deeply f elt pleasure to extend the ap-
pr eciation of the Lesley community to all th ose who gave so gen-
erously. 
Leadership increases were again achiev ed by the Alumni and 
the Board of Trustees. Amy Stellar Robinson '63, Chairp erson of 
the Alumni Annual Fund, assisted by Class Agent Chairperson 
Trudy Vernon Magid '42 , Graduate School Chairperson Betty 
Klaiman '65G and Dialatho n Chairp erson May Hogan '26, to· 
gether with 82 dialathon volunteers rendered an outstanding 
service to Lesley. Thirty-four p ercent 'of Lesley's alumni contrib-
uted $32,1 94. 33 , an increase of $5 ,171 .02 over last year 's record 
figures. 
Special thanks are due to Trustees Ervin Piet z, Jack T. Schwartz 
and Jam es 0. Welch, who joined me in creating an incentiv e 
matching fund which attracted both new alumni donors and in-
creased gifts from previous alumni donors. Recognition is also 
due to Elsa G. Sonnabend, Chairperson of the Financial Develop-
ment Committee of the Board of Trustees; Arthur V. Le e, Vice 
President for Development; and Joyce Marshall Snyder '61, Direc-
tor of Alumni Affairs. Their direction was invaluable to the suc-
cess of this fund drive. 
Lesley's Parents Committee of Harold Bishins P'75, Simon 
Goldberg P'76, Connie Mania tty P'77, George S. Chase P'78 and 
Ralph L. Rose P'61 also gave importantly of their time and sup-
port, for which we are deeply grat efu l. 
Lesley will undoubtedly experience record enrollments this 
fall at both the undergraduate and graduate school levels . The 
quality of a Lesley experience is attracting recognition from an 
increasing constituency. The success of Lesley's contribution to 
teaching and allied pursuits in the field of early childhood devel-
opments will continue to depend upon the support and financial 
commitment of its alumni and friends. 
We thank you for your gifts to Lesley this past year. I can as-
sure you they were need ed, appreciated and carefully used . I 
hope that you will continue to help build Lesley and, wherever 
possible, increase your participation from time to time . 
Ii 
Ii 
Sincerely, 
/l!!f14/4J)i. 
William C. McConnell, Jr. 
Annual Fund Chairperson 
ANNUALFUND 
THE TOP TEN CLASSES 
Percent of Participation Financial Support 
Dollars Class 
1962 
1926 
1961 
1955 
1965 
1967 
1960 
1950 
1963 
1964 
Percent 
55 .07% 
55.0 % 
52.33 % 
52.0 % 
51.96 % 
48.67% 
48.15% 
45.76% 
44.68 % 
44.64% 
Class 
1961 
1952 
Grad . School 
1967 
1968 
1970 
1950 
1931 
1929 
1965 
$2,148.00 
1,955.00 
1,800.00 
!,395 .00 
1,392,00 
1,000.00 
997 .00 
996.00 
908 .00 
836.00 
Wl1/iom C. McConnell, Jr. 
1974-75 DIALATHON VOLUNTEERS 
Chairperson: May Hogan '26 
Laura Ahrens '76 
Charleen Dinner Alper '62 
Florence Bent '78 
Wendy Berenson '78 
Amy Bishins '75 
Joan Blake 
Ellen Green Bloch '61 
Kathleen McCarthy Boland '73 
Patti Briggs '77 
Pam Bush '76 
Jane Hastie Carleton '51 
tlelen Chadwick '7 5 
Maryann Dorgan Denninger ' 73 
Seane Donohue '76 
Leslie Fabian '77 
Joy Felske '76 
Karen Fishman '78 
Roberta Caras Fishman '61 
Kim Foley '76 
Beverly Gaftin '78 
Patti Gobbi '76 
Laurel Harrison Goldstein '42 
Mary Grassi '74 
Barbara Griggs '76 
Joyce Grossman '76 
Susan Gualtieri '76 
Diane Sharp Hadelman '60 
Maureen Healy '74 
Sheila Andelman Heller '67 
Beve.rly Hinckley '74 
Pam Johnson '76 
Cindy Jury '76 
Maxine Watstein Kates '67 
Rosalyn Cohen Kaufman '63 
Marian Kenkel '76 
Marion Keogh '76 
Elizabeth Klaiman '65G 
Mary Lally '74 
Mary LaMarche '68 
Ann Cleveland Lange '59 
Kit Lauder '76 
Mollie Bromfield Lipham '3 3 
Janice Kimball Lyons '53 
Anne Struik Macchi '52 
Trudy -Vern on Magid '42 
Deidre Maguire '78 
Ginny Malakie '78 
Virginia Maloney '65 
Jo Malva '49 
Mindy Miller '75 
Judy Murray '76 
Dolores Glasser Orkin '63 
Libby Peirce '78 
Sheila Perloff '78 
Wendy Radirner '75 
Joyce Rappaport '78 
Fay Hurley Robbie '49 
Amy Stellar Robinson '63 
Cynthi a Shep atin Rosenthal '60 
Laurie Rubenstein '74 
Selma Freede Rudolph '41 
Pamela Sandler '77 
Barbara Barron Schilling '50 
Nunzi Scola '76 
Pam Seeley '75 
Lyn Selover '76 
Phyllis Sepinuck '76 
Lorraine Blondes Shapiro '42 
Marjorie Mahoney Souza '46 
Nancy Squatrito '50 
Jacqueline Starr '74 
Sue Strouse '75 
Gretchen Sulis '77 
Marjorie Stone Tanzer '64 
Susan Tapper '74 
Ann Tieger '75 
Nancy Bluestone Tofias '56 
Jolynn Wade '76 
Betsy Wallace '78 
Anne Sampson Watso n '55 
Chris Wright '76 
Joanne Hecht Zaiger '67 
7 
Ethelyn Griffm Dick 
Ada Bloom Green 
Madalene Sedgwick Hubbard 
Constance Leonard 
Eleanor Matthews Lucier 
Evelyn R. Maguire 
Mildred Edmend Metcalf 
*Evelyn Neff Provenzani 
Madeline Kelley Sanford 
Constance Tenney 
1928-44.16% 
$18.56 
Agent: Nell Russin Goldberg 
Margaret Mills Akin 
Elizabeth Page Bell 
Marjorie Davidson Blomquist 
Elizabeth Buckley Bruce 
Agnes Menzel Bryant 
Mary Strecker Champion 
Elizabeth Philips Chapin 
Eileen Markham Curtin 
Hope Cusiter 
*Emily L. Dawley 
Evelyn Lord Dean 
Martha Silva Deering 
Jessie Taylor Dickerman 
Marguerite Ferrari 
Mary McNerney Fitzgerald 
*Nell Russin Goldberg 
Lillian E.· Hartwell 
Mildred E. Healey 
Dorothy Adams Hennessy 
Patricia Lewis Hicks 
Marion C. Little 
Kathryn Lapham Mulvanity 
Dorothy Fifield Nichols 
Frances Whelton O'Hare 
Margaret Egan O'Sullivan 
Dallas Wylie Prugh 
Louise Linehan Roopenian 
Hilda Lothrop Rudback 
May Dunlap Seldonridge 
Geraldine Becker Stark 
Marjorie E. Stud er 
Phoebe Cannon Trombley 
Julia P. Young 
Matilda Chudnovsky 
Zwetchkenbau m 
1929-30% 
$33.63 
Agent: Marjorie Truesdell Servis 
Doroth y Michelm ore Arsenault 
Priscilla Newell Barstow 
Helen Mather Benjamin 
*Lora Standish Brouhard 
Eugene Coppock Brumbaugh 
Irene Bucek 
Adel E. Bu shinger 
*Beatrice Armstrong Chase 
Catherine E. Crosby 
Ethel Dinneen Cummings 
Rachel Maher Davan 
Ruth HowlettDuhig 
Dorothy Moore Fitts 
Mary Greene Freeman 
Thelma Gale Greene 
Priscilla Wildes Kennard 
Lilli.an L. Magoon 
Hazel Burrington Martin 
Marion Neff Mayher 
Helen Briggs Miller 
Ethel Bailen Multzman 
Rachel French Packard 
*E<lith Gottschalk Resler 
*Marjorie Truesdell Servis 
Elizabeth Boynton Shumway 
Ruth Collier Straight 
Elizabeth Wroe Wright 
1930-38.24 % 
$13.96 
Ag ent : Frances Pearl Schaffer 
Eleanor Luey Bell 
Theodora B. Bonzagni 
Madaliene Crocker Boynton 
Winifred Palmer Brachvogel 
Marian Nichols Busha 
Dorcas Johnston Campbell 
Janice Grinnell Chace 
Frances Conley Dunton 
Evelyn F. Ford 
Bertha McConnell Foster 
Kathryne Mahoney Garvey 
Geraldine Hilliard Graves 
Evelyn Winslow Hood 
Irene Shapiro Jasper 
Pauline Tracy Jones 
Estelle Brady Lash 
Ruth Shenton Law 
Catherine A. McDonnell 
Edna R. Morrill 
Claire Haines Nevers 
Frances Pearl Schaffer 
Alice D. Silvia 
Elizabeth Kirby Theissen 
Barbara Towne 
Ruth Ober Wiley 
Doris Inman Will 
1931-42.65% 
$34.34 
Agent: Doris Kimball Newman 
Marjorie Troop Bartlett 
Gertrude Patterson Borden 
Marcella P. Campbell 
Helen Belcher Chace 
Madeleine Nazro Cline 
Mary Campbell Cole 
Frances M. Cronin 
*Elizabeth Bowers Dexter 
Helen Clark Dinjian 
Marjorie Hill Ford 
Sister Mary Killilea Frances 
Gladys Canfield Frost 
Olivine Howland Frost 
Beatrice Grant Gellerson 
Jeanette Horne George 
Elizabeth Jones 
Eleanor Davenport Leathers 
Blanche Dutton Lillis 
Elizabeth Hamley Mason 
Laura Dixon Moulton 
Priscilla Andrews Musk 
Doris Kimball Newman 
Isadora Micheline Oliphant 
Alice Ramsdell Russell 
Beatrice Cruickshank Smith 
*Elizabeth F. Thomas 
Catherine Moriarty Trafton 
Jane Nagle Turley 
Henrietta Becker Vernick 
1932-17.65% 
$17.13 
Agent: Doris John s-on 
Katherine B. Concannon 
Julia Flana·gan Corbett 
Alice Harvey Fuller 
Kathryn Coffey Glennon 
Dorothy Potter Hawthorne 
Doris L. Johnson 
Mary Cranksh aw Johnson 
Mary Benoit Kirwan 
Helen Reimer Matson 
Barbara Bullens McCrae 
*Julia R. Pritchard 
Elizabeth Robbins Raffa 
Alma Burgess Rohdin 
Marie B. Sibley 
Alicia Jewett Willard 
1933-36.84% 
$17.52 
Agent : Jane Wason Llanso 
Elizabeth H. Barber 
Marion Barber Brook s 
Eileen Mulcare Chamberland 
Marguerite Rienstra Cleverly 
Barbara Ramsey Dudley 
Jeannette Davidson Eaton 
Evelyn O'Neill Greenhalgh 
Marian Smith Hilton 
Gertrude Tierney Horman 
Gretchen Meilicke Hyland 
Mollie Bromfield Lipham 
Jane Wason Llanso 
Clare Murphy McGrath 
Gertrude Guimmond Morrison 
Lucille Comeau Nichols 
Sylvia Spugnardi O'Donnell 
Pauline Regan Rodgers 
Anne McCusker Ryan 
Frances Card Streeter 
Bertha McEachern Tulley 
Barbara Davis Young 
1934-21.05% 
$18.08 
Agent: Gertrude Jennings LaFrenz 
Marian Cohen Crown 
Katherine Shelton Curtis 
Kathleen Cail Dahlquist 
Jeanne Thayer Dunford 
Margaret Fowler 
Gertrude Jennings LaFrenz 
Phyllis Johnson Ledgard 
Thelma Ru bin Leshner 
*Dorothea E. Masse 
Mary M. Reardon 
Helen MacKillop Swindell 
Blanche Boucher Young 
1935-28.3 % 
$26.00 
Agent: Irene Profio Lherault 
Eleanor Cove Bergin 
Barbara D. Buchanan 
Ada Laurie Bryant 
Elizabeth Mason Carlisle 
Alice Goodrich Clark 
Marion McGee Francis 
Constance Miller Grossman 
Eleanor Twitchell Gustafson 
Barbara Graham Holland 
Irene Profio Lherault 
*Ethel Maclean Mackenzie 
Rita Maher Maddock 
Marjorie Gray Ray 
M. Pauline Peaslee Turner 
Luella Ryall Willis 
1936-33.93 % 
$25. 74 
Agent: Helena Cavanaugh Dowd 
Katherine Stoddard Berg 
Marjorie Grout Cummings 
Mary Bonzagni Ditto 
Ruth Breen Gagnon 
*Beryl Downs Graff 
Harriet Woodsum Hall 
Dorothy Pfeiffer Marshall 
Bessie Grinnel O'Toole 
Ray Robbins Protheroe 
Elizabeth Bell Rill 
Janet Brown Svenson 
Jean McMann Taylor 
Brita Larsen Taylor 
. Dorothy Lacey Thronensen 
Dorothy Noon Timberlake 
Frances Smith Weibust 
Doris Raefle Weir 
*Bernice McLellan White 
Norene Jones Whitter 
1937-38.89 % 
$17.29 
Agent: Hazel Warren Sheffield 
Pauline E. Buck 
Mary Martin Connors 
Anne Scribner Crane 
Carolyn Dearington Cutter 
*Claire O'Brien Driscoll 
Helen Keating Guarent e 
Rita Keleher Hoskinson 
Margaret Price King 
Natali e M. Legg 
Constance Rizzo Manganaro 
Marjorie E. Quinlan 
Constan ce Rizzo Russo 
Hazel Warren Sheffield 
Gladys Tourtillo tt Sundell 
1938-34.29% 
$22.83 
Agent: Nancy True Sears 
Evelyn Last Devlin 
Ella Smith Donovan 
Margaret Mulligan Fulton 
Gertrude DeWire Keyes 
Muriel Barber Kneib 
Anna T. Macone 
*Margaret A. Millican 
Charlotte Coop er North 
*Geraldine Taylor North 
Mabel L. Phinney 
Nancy True Sears 
Carolyn E. Seymour 
1939-40 % 
$15.25 
Agent: Dorothy Grub e Pratt 
Barbara Brown Austin 
Jane DuBon Benson 
Gladys Elfenbein Daren 
Helaine Sossen Freeman 
Ruth Taylor Leighton 
Ruth Hickey McAlcer 
Beryl Rolfe McClary 
Dorothy Grube Pratt 
Dorothy Gemma Rowe 
Marjorie Green Stern 
Mary King Steven s 
Mary Milne Stubbs 
Anna Olson Watson 
Marion Hutton Weil 
1940-35 % 
$20.43 
Agent: Rosamond O'Neil Wyman 
Barbara Estabrook Cashin 
Lois Saville Dutcher 
Beatrice Marden Glickman 
Catherine M. Hagan 
Barbara Mitchell Howard 
Mildred Wolger Howlett 
Adeline Brewitt Liberatore 
Doris Treadwell Merritt 
Priscilla Emerson Morrill 
Jeanette Pederson Smith 
*Carolyn Neillsien Staffiery 
Miriam Sears Tarr 
Lynette Bixby Winslow 
*Rosamond O'Neil Wyman 
1941-27.5 % 
$24.55 
Agent : Se.Ima Freede -Rudolph 
Barbara Alkon Feinberg 
Patricia M. Field 
Shirley Sargent Forsman 
Clara Nathanson Gorin 
Shirley Alkon Leventhal 
Selma Freede Rudolph 
Esther MacDonald Schmiederer 
Eileen Walsh Sheehan 
Phyllis Herring Smith 
Ann Roy Woodside 
Constance Hovey Zea 
1942-40 % 
$31.43 
Agent: Lorraine Blondes Shapiro 
Doris Dimery Amos 
Irene Rutt er Barber 
Amy Cunningham Bateman 
Nancy Walker Carpent er 
Edith Nilson Conti 
Dorothea Trimm Donahue 
Harriet P. Erskine 
Phyllis E. Johnson 
*Trudy Vern on Magid 1950- 45. 76% 1953-35 .29% 1956-24.64 % 
Jean Hawkes Meehan $36. 93 $24.77 $11. 76 
Carol Davidson Scheerens Age nt: Nancy Squ atrito Agent: Janice Kimball Lyons Agent: Barbara Silverman 
*Lorr aine Blon des Sha piro Dorothy Black Annis Brenda Tudhope Adamczyk Lana R. Bailey 
Ann Swensson Shark e Barbara Brown Bemauer Jane Carey Bailey Rebecca Bicknell Brigham 
Marie A. Sullivan En.id Olmst ed Burke Nancy Tremblay Bean Lorraine Seth Campbell 
Marth a Morris Callahan Dianne Butterfield Brosnan Gayle Rudner Canevari 
1943- 48% 
Ed wardine Donovan Conway Sylvia Cohen Brown Sheila Collins Frank 
Lu cille A. Cun nane Patrici a Alexander Bruce Dorothy Farr Gilgut $12.08 Loi s Coombs Delaney Margaret Barton Cook Marjorie Kiaft Goren Agent: Elain e Callahan Cavanaugh Margueri te Shamon Delany Arline Pheasant Davis Barbara Dennett Howard Anne C. Booth Miriam Chorn ey Geller Jan.is Krall Durfee Sheila Rudolph Lakin Elaine Callah an Cavan augh Elean or LaPlante Keho e Barbara Goldsmith Empie Lois Bailey Lehman Lourde s M. Correia Dorothy Wolfe Kulik Nancy Bennett Hofstetter Margaret Michaud McNally Dulci e S. Dadmun E. Lu cille Marcus Helen ij awkins Hogan Ruth Weisman Peck Barbara Gould Hamer Loi s Levi ne Mindell Phyllis Block Leventhal Ann Brittain Pipkin Jean Rogers Ken erson Mary Robin son Maynard Frances Sullivan Le Vin e Barbara Burman Silverman Alice How ard Menard Barb ara Bouve Moor e Barbara Conway Lubick Nancy Bluestone Tofias Maria L. Putnam 
Fr ances Thomas Samm et 
Marie Story Palmer *Jan.ice Kimball Lyons Edith Cheever Van Beek 
Sally R. Park er *Eileen E. MacE!arney Joan Davis West Gertrud e Stanl ey Schmidt Elizabeth Moran Polachi Nancy Morrison Dorothy Cogswe ll St ack 
Col een St eele Van Vleck Ann e Derb y Porc ella Barbar a Malone Nadley Jeann e Northridge Robson Norma Bennett Reinhold 1957-30.67 % 
Grace McCoy Roos Ellen Sears Sansone $19.78 
Ir *Nanc y Squ atrito Mildred Lyons Shutt Agent: Linda Weisberg Altman 1944-3 0% Elizabeth Snedeker Thomp son *Elizabeth Knight Thomas *Linda Weisberg Altman 
$21.67 Natalie Cro ssland Tra sk Catherin e Imler Tuck er Lois Herbert Brower 
Agent: Barbara Robin son Wells Edith Marr Vokey Thelma Hixon Walton Polly Timperley Brownell 
Mildred Goss Jon es Natalie A. Walsh Blanche B. Webster Lottie Griffin Corbin 
Mabel Hu telling s Paige Regina E. Winn *Catherine P. Welch Clare Dineen Costello 
Barbara Robinson Wells Elsie McClosky Welch Jane Fisher Feigenbaum 
Betty B. Willey Eileen Feldman Flax 
Zoe Eberhardt Woodruff Patricia McHugh Ford 
1945- 22.2% Anne Tewksbury Ham 
$5.00 1951- 40.38% Hilary Hoffman Harr is 
Agent: Margery McCusker F lannery $17.00 *Sylvia R. Knight 
Helen Bohn e Giffin Age nt: Joyc e Gomb erg Aaron 1954- 25.37% Maurine Locke 
Shirley Cann ey Luibil Joyc e Gom berg Aaron $16.50 Marie Kelleher Lomb ard 
Marjori e L. Behrens Agent: Marjori e Swar tz Salmon Margaret Con way MacRae 
Eleanor Pich e Berub e Mary Clark Barclay Kathl een Carr oll Maggelet 
1946-26 .31 % Priscilla Scanlan Boyle Doris Blood Ann McCann Magale tta 
$14.00 Carolyn J. Brown Martha A. Carroll Elizabeth Fleming McMorrow 
Agent : Myrn a Currie Jone s Ruth Flah erty Burket • Ann S. Casey Barbara Stellwagen McVeigh 
* Jeann e Ropp _Berger *Jan e Hasti e Carleton lasme Contos Chiotelis Merle Royte Nelson 
Marjorie Curtis Cole Barbara St evens Clark Joan Cole Collins Judith Tarr Newcom be 
Marilyn Cumming s Hart Nancy Keefe Crowl ey Rutl1 Murphy Connor Barbara Buffard Rashba 
*Myrna Curri e Jones Jeann e Kenyon DeBell Jane Geoghegan Cosman Jo an Weinstein Sherman 
Shirley Canning McGowan Mary A. DeGregorio Virginia Haine s Hull *Jan.ice Spurr Titus 
*Harri e t Seigal Dubin *Jan e DiTiberio John son 
Barbara LeMay Gulla *Dena Waldman Lavine 
1947-19.23 % Jean Foth ergill Hahn L. Susan Dallahan Lawless 1958- 40.58% 
$5.40 Elizab eth Mahon ey Hend erson *Ruth Welensky Roblin $16.50 
Agent: Harriet Hurd Piepenbrink Shirley Marsh Krause *Marjorie Swartz Salmon Agent: Audrey Belson Meline Sally McKay Libby Della MacAskill Schultz Gerald ine John son Bunker 
Betty Rouch Brensinger Shirley Marchant Lindgren Mary McCarty Stevens Carol Webb er Cook Nancy Swee t Edward s Bernice Rubin Loftus Claire Donovan Wadsworth Anne DeLuca Cote Priscilla Rogers Larson Peggy Scholar Mirick Frederika van Vleck Cox Eleanor Morganstein Lechen Barbara Shinn Diane LaBell Feinzig Mary Shepard Partridge Jo an Brown Filipowicz 
1955- 52% Mary Jan e Rawlings F ine thy 
1948-22.2 % $2 0.38 Marlene Zion ts Frie dman 
$31.25 1952- 33.3 % Agent: Barbara Paul Holzman Maureen O'Conn ell Garvey 
Agent: Evelyn Boyle Finnegan $81.46 Elaine Barron Alexander Arline Kono vsky Greenberg 
Selma Wasserman Cohen Agent: Dorotlly Miller Newton Deborah Ladd Cherry Patricia Lally Garvey 
Roberta Pelley deGozzaldi Mary E. Brady Mary Giblin Cogswell *Mary Louise Heath 
Jane Caffrey Favrot Barbar a Johnston Brown Cynthia Reidy Cronin Margare t Ru ssell Heyer 
Evelyn Boyle Finnegan *Betsey Cutler Cliff Aurora Kasparian Cusolito Helen Klahr Hirshhorn 
Marjorie Small Kennedy Eileen lvons Coursey Rob erta Fine Danberg Nancy Powers Kelley 
Marcia Finn Lewis Joan Flentje Forsyth Susan Dolaher Dawley Lind a Prager Lazaroff 
Florence G. Sherry Marcia J. Fowler Mary Corcoran Derb a Barbara Yarlo tt Liepmann 
Katherine Halloran Sullivan Audr ey A. Furze Mary Carew Dyke Claire Gaffey Linehan 
Brenda Gorey Garvin Priscilla Johnson Foltz Elizabeth A. McCauley 
Shirley Patros Hoey Maureen Duffy Forrest er * Audr ey Belson Meline 
1949-27.27 % *Donna Tufts Hopkins Polly Munroe Furbusll Jean Govoni Riedel 
$19.58 Mary Webb Johnson Serna Fieldman Gelin Carole Jarin Rubins 
Agent : Mary Haley Barry Lita Levy Kellerman Diarm Eldredge Holland Maureen Green Stone 
Mary Haley Barry Edna Duchin Lipsitt Marilyn Kliman Holstein Ruby Skin der Strauss 
*Roberta Sibor Bral ey Ann e Stroik Macchi *Barbara Paul Holzman *Blanche E. Wetmore 
Alice Coyle Henderson Jean Cogan McKeon Jo an Wegerdt Kearns Ro semary Silva White 
*Jo Malva Ru th Shor e Mondlick Nancy Bousqu et Kelly Juditll Einstein Ziegler 
*Jane Spaulding Monn an Roberta Grush Richardson Winifred M. Linehan Beverly Peck Zindler 
Shirley Polakewich Shriro Catherine Yocum Rob erts Muriel McQuade McNulty 
Rit a Hyman Silverman Barbara Roche Staffi er Alice Roche Reney 
Virginia Woodbury Slavin Anne Hoffman Sullivan Jan.ice Brickle Rice 1959-4 0.96% 
Isabel McClellan Smith Doris Reynolds Tatham Ann Flanagan Thompson $16.35 
Alyce Quinlan Stewart Marie Marchi Toom ey Lois Fink e Spiegel Agent: Jo-Anne Wales Eldrid ge 
Olive Kisley Whiteh ead Shirley E. Warren Susan Coop er Vitez Lindalee Levin Adler 
Marion E. Zentgraf Anne Keane Wileman Anne Samp son Watson Sally Matheson Ande rson 
Marilyn Waldman Attenberg 
Barbara Nussinow Bartman 
Marilyn Freed Berman 
Carole Spill Berman 
Deborah Millman Burwick 
Marcia Solberg Chauncey 
Joan Paresky Chernoff 
Maureen Ingoldsby Clark 
Barbara Harrison Dine 
Jo-Anne Wales Eldridge 
Alice Silverstein Fierstein 
Marilyn Young Folta 
Sylvia Oppenheim Goodwin 
Tamara Bloom Gould 
Elaine Kritz Jacobs 
Diane Zerner K.izner 
Ann Cleveland Lange 
Marcia Rabstein Lewis 
Ann Cirolo Luca 
Paula Crane Lunder 
Anne Graham Maggipinto 
Carol Goldberg Miller 
Joan Petraglia Poepoe 
Nancy Handford Pound 
Lucinda Shaw Radomsky 
Mary Fenwick Reckford 
Edith Marsh Ryall 
Jane Robertson Ryer 
Elaine Belisle Searcy 
Audrey Joyce Sheehan 
Betty Chambers White 
Barbara Lamkin Wolkon 
1960--48. 15% 
$18.51 
Agent : Elaine Zucker Wax 
Marcia Juliano Abate 
Marjorie Sakalove Abramowitz 
Janet Neal Carmosino 
Mary Lou White DeNardis 
Gail Roberts Dusseault 
Elaine Bornstein Ellis 
Judith Weisman Ellison 
Carol Scipion e Fialkosky 
Saralee Fineman Gordon 
*Selma Bass Gortler 
Ruth Graham 
Diane Sharp Hadelman 
Eleanor Niles Hagan 
Marcia White Hegarty 
Sheil a Goodman Hellin ger 
Diane Mon teith Joyc e 
Sandra Freshman Keller 
Lenore Berman Lieberman 
Lorraine Smith LoGr ande 
Barbar a Limmer Loughlin 
Phyllis Bernhardt Lerner 
Lind a Cooley Levene 
Judith Hurley Mach ado 
Anne Neal Nolan 
Elaine Meisner Nottonson 
*Barbara Goldman Packer 
Joyce Maci nne s Pow ers 
Barbara Prothero 
Cath erin e McGinness Reilly 
Jo yce Karp Ro senthal 
Cynthia Shep atin Ro senthal 
Donna Kaso witz Rubin 
Rae Dinner Seife 
Evelyn C. Str atton 
Fra nces Cooperman Taber 
Rhonda S. Tinko ff 
Elaine Zucker Wax 
Sandra Kream Zimon 
Elizabeth Zucc o 
1961-52 .33 % 
$47. 73 
Age nt : Golda Siegal Doyle 
Susan Silverman Adler 
Cynthia Barnum Allyn 
Marilyn Goretsky Beck er 
*Ellen Green Bloch 
Geraldine Milhender Bloomb erg 
Carol Impallaria Bricket t 
Margherita Vacirc a Caro n 
Marlene Steinman Chor ches 
Eleanor Schancupp Comen 
Norma Reingold Dion 
Kathleen M. Doyle 
Golda Siegal Doyle 
* Joan Sorkin Dre tier 
Barbara Smith Effenson 
*Roberta Caras Fishman 
Maureen A. Fowler 
Lenore Lynch Fraser 
Della Rose Gilman 
Barbara Steiferd Gladstone 
*D. lnglee Harding 
*Peggyann Evans Harris 
Rosalind Schwartz Hill 
Shirley Spiegelman Horvitz 
Jacqueline Goldwyn Kingon 
Janet Kaplan Laine 
Louise Shapiro Levine 
Sandra Wiles Marquis 
Kathryn Donnelly Moeller 
Suzanne Hruska Nagler 
Rochelle Shapiro Nolan 
Carole Kenler Papermaster 
Norma D. Penney 
Phyllis Ledewitz Press 
Ilene Pariser Ruttenberg 
Jane Sugarman Sachs 
Elinor Michelson Shaevel 
Barbara L. Shea 
Saralee Drubner Sim berg 
Saundra Prager Singer 
*Joyce Marshall Snyder 
Joan Jackson Spofford 
Elaine Driben Steinman 
Eda Weinberg Stepper 
Betye Baum Wasserman 
Paula Sagoff Waxman 
1962-55. 07% 
$16.97 
Agent: Marjorie Wolbarst Smith 
Myra Drooker Alfred 
Ada Price Allen 
*Charleen Dinner Alper 
Jane Kudish Ansin 
Penelope Smith Benjamin 
Adele Krantz Bernstein 
*Faith E. Bowker 
Irene Scimone Buonopane 
Armene Chorbajian 
Ruth Judlowe Collier 
Linda Kane Edgar 
Marjorie MacKay Fleming 
Deanna Cohen Gale 
Joan Perlroth Gelpey 
Eileen Hertz Grunther 
Joan-Gayle Harri son 
Marcella Harrington Haviland 
*Susan Harlow Howe 
Cindy Zalvan Katzeff 
Ann Wekstein Kazer 
Diane Gracis Kenney 
*Lynne Bale Kovacs 
Carol Cameron Lamont 
Dorothy O'Sullivan Mansfield 
Marian Horvath McGee 
Mary Garvey McLaughlin 
Camilla Chickering Moore 
Brend a Rawding Pilletere 
Judith Rosen Rothenberg 
Helaine Finkel Saperstein 
*Sandra Rosenthal Schultz 
Marjorie Wolbarst Smith 
Naomi Belson Stamper 
*Barbara R. Waterman 
Barbara Roffman Wider 
Arleen Wilson Wiggetman , 
Dianne Berkowitz Wilcon 
Janet Whalen Winship 
1963- 44.68 % 
$14. 74 
Age nt : Pamela Nevins Kirk 
Sheilah Treuh aft Ashley 
Arlene Neufeld Beren s 
Marilyn Saltz Bernheim er 
Susan J. Bush 
Judith Clifford Campbell 
Kathleen O'Keefe Chiasson 
Miriam Shaw Coon 
Virginia Vassil Doyle 
Judith-Kimball Emerson 
Joyce Levy Epstein 
Susan Wilcon Etelman 
Cynthia Coffey Ewell 
Joy Wainwright Fidler 
Carole Stark Goldstein 
Sheila Klein Gottehrer 
Linda C. Hauser 
Carolyn Taylor Jarmulowicz 
*Rosalyn Cohen Kaufmann 
Marion Abrams Kay 
Pamela Nevins Kirk 
Suzanne Ferleger Lichtenfeld 
Martha Sauntry McLaughlin 
Edythe Marcus Messer 
Nancy Eisen Neuman 
Sue Newman Orenstein 
Dolores Glasser Orkin 
Geraldine Nye Pedrini 
Irma Savasta Plate 
Linda Leveton Radding 
*Paula A. Rice 
Amy Stellar Robinson 
Elaine Schofield Shank 
Judith Morse Smith 
Sally Jo Darrah Snyder 
Gay Skogsberg Spear 
Josene Stephens Steinberg 
Naomi Nason Tabello 
H. Leslie Walmsley 
Lana Canavan Williams 
Joyce Sokolove Wiseman 
Marcia Turkewitz Worobow 
Marilyn Kramer Y assin 
1964-44.64% 
$15.40 
Agent: Jane Finberg Mandell 
Katherine Ann Quain Abbott 
Linda Dow Ballard 
Judith Friedman Belsky 
Carolyn E. Benker 
Susan Friedman Brownstein 
Susan M. Buckley 
Joan Campatelli Ciampa 
Linda Spector Cohen 
Frances Hennessey Connelly 
Charlotte McKeon De Voe 
Janice Carroll Donovan 
Paula McKinnis Drewett 
Susan Sagaloff Farzin 
Joyce A. Finkelstein 
Shirley Silbovitz Finkelstein 
Geraldine Bohn Gerson 
Judith Hindley Gettman 
Christine Walsh Gibbons 
Sandra Fannick Goldfarb 
Esther Rountos Gravanis 
Ruthellen Liston Hastbacka 
Nancy Ramler Heller 
Josephine Fitt Henderson 
Lovisa Wells Hill 
Patricia Peterson Hood 
Arleen Litner Jacobs 
*Gail Epstein Kansky 
Wendy Cole Klein 
Janet Heske Kophs 
Phyllis Weinberg Levy 
Diana Schaffer Lewinstein 
Jane Finberg Mandell 
Karen Finkle Marcus 
Carolee Gott Mountcastle 
Cornelia Cronin Noonan 
Honora Murphy O'Keefe 
Helen Voorhees Quodomine 
Harriet Kessler Richard 
Diane Doyle Rolfe 
Judith Ravelson Shriber 
Carol Goldman Slippen 
Rhoda Schoolnik Smolensky 
*Joan Lubow Stone 
Susan Golden Tannor 
Marjorie Stone Tanz er 
Betty Lou Doerle Turner 
Franee Abram Weintraub 
Diane Nassau Weiss 
Betsy Rosenth al Weisse! 
Irene Brody Wheinstone 
1965-51.96 % 
$15. 77 
Agent: Barbara Triber Silverman 
Lynda Govoni Beane 
Sharon Leach Bond 
Janet Blanchard Bowker 
En.id Burrows 
Sheila Higgins Capute 
Linda Spill Cool ey 
Joan Eaton Duesing 
Carole Orgel Einstein 
Linda Turkanis Engleman 
Suzanne Straub Fee 
Natalie Sparrow Fischer 
*Mary Grueter Fleming 
Juanita Johnson Fowler 
Gloria Gelineau 
Alice Mcconathy George 
Jane Forsell Gibbons 
Nancy Gore Goff 
Comfort Gilder Gordinier 
Glenda Green Grossman 
Marjorie Lehrich Guth 
Nancy Stone Heifetz 
Rachel Freedberg Hershenow 
Chloe Burton Horton 
Barbara Thompson Howie 
Jane Collins Jones 
Suzanne Mallegol Ku tawski 
Linda Sharnroth Lerner 
Peggy Linahan 
Jane Coffin Maclnness 
Gloria Knell Magliozzi 
Virginia Lee Maloney 
Muriel Rosenthal Marcus 
Joyce Ascher Mayer 
Betsy Burnes McCarthy 
Nancy Mellen Meehan 
Linda Murphy 
Jane Anderson Norton 
Donna E. Olson 
Carole Sliney Powers 
Carol Brainerd Roberts 
Carol Ann West Scully 
Marian Sue Kerstein Sherman 
Martha Grossman Sholes 
Barbara Triber Silverman 
Harriet Salk Simon 
Ellen Capriccio Swinconeck 
Gaille Perduyn Thompson 
Elaine Saykin Weiner 
Harriet Gold Weinstock 
*Joanne Scimone Welle 
Alice Weston Weissman 
Holly A. Woodbury 
Gay West Yelle 
1966-28.1 % 
$11.41 
Agent: Linda Goff Gersten 
Abbie Jane Poore Anderson 
Susan Duffy Anderson . 
Katherine Lamonakis Bats1s 
Bryna Fine Bell 
Harriet Shain Bramson 
Marilyn Sargon Brier 
Mary Kingsbury Clark 
Barbara J. Cohen 
Lydia Collins 
Patricia Devlin 
Linda Goff Gersten 
Joanne Lipsher Goodman 
Pamela Hall 
Judith Gootkin Harvey 
Rae Perkins Heiner 
.T ayme-Sue Sicherman Horowitz 
Susan Crockett Mackey 
Janet Margulies Goldstein 
Susan Katz Mazor 
Eleanor Ligeiro Monis 
Ruth Zul0fsky Nadol 
Sandra Feinstein Radjounsky 
Ellen Burger Rost 
Miriam Gold Rovn er 
Diana Abraham Sawye r 
Roberta Heimlich Shane 
Dorothy Nider Shapiro 
Pearl Gerber Shyavitz 
Arlene Guth Soifer 
Susan Griggs Sylvia 
Susan Marx Thompson 
Constance Murphy Treen 
Virginia Atkins Warnes 
Pamela S. Wilson 
1%7 - 48.67 % 
$25.36 
Agent : Rissa Welt Grossman 
Gail Newman Abrams 
Rosalyn Heifetz Abrams 
Marilyn Baskies Anti.ne 
*Ellen Herwitt Atkins 
Suzanne Wolper Benninga 
Barbara Cotton Berman 
Deborah Levy Breindel 
Janet Lipman Brennan 
Elizabeth Arrants Cox 
Galen L. Deming 
Patricia Ives Dunning 
Rebekah Hoffman Farber 
Susan Itkin Fidel 
Jane Becker Fine 
*Susan Schneider Gagnon 
Jacqueline Lipnick Garelick 
Susan Rhea Geller 
Beth Gerson 
Andrea Poolner Glovsky 
Ellen Scholnick Goldberg 
*Susan Pearl Grausman 
*Rissa Welt Grossman 
Laurie Abrams Hall 
Susan Kaplan Harmon 
Johanna M. Hart 
Sheila Andelman Heller 
*Maxine Watstein Kates 
Charlotte Bareiss Knox 
Jacqueline Hart Leach 
Gail Mardus Lebowitz 
Kathleen Barnard Manchester 
Judith Weiner Menkes 
Dianne Bass Orenstein 
Jean Birmingham Osofsky 
Joan Schackman Osofsky 
Rosemary Ilvento Penta 
N. Janet Reed 
Ellen Tillis Rich 
Judith Hammond Roberts 
Eileen S. Rogoff 
Janet Mintz Rosenblatt 
Elaine Eskesen Schuldenfrei 
Ina Zatulove Segal 
Elinor R. Shatz 
Penny Kertzman Shuman 
Elaine Winiker Smith 
*Francee Sigal Solomon 
Regina Rosenbaum Stein 
Deborah Wolfe Stern 
*Denise Galvin Swan 
Paula Starensier VanDernoot 
Linda Dannin Walton 
Helaine Groman Weiss 
Joanne Hecht Zaiger 
Arlene Glidear Zitomer 
1968-28.1% 
$32.37 
Agent: Marjorie Lebow Perlman 
Helaine Friedman Aronson 
Susan Kline Ball 
Barbara Fleming Bartlett 
Tina Brodsky Bellet 
Elaine Bernstein Berman 
Pamela Boyce 
Elizabeth Wollin Brudnick 
Michele Roth Burdick 
*Diane E. Bushner 
Regina Ross Cohn 
Elizabeth Conklin Fithian 
Karen Hertz Freidberg 
Deborah M. Garbose 
Diane Hyman Gass 
Zoe Paley Greenb erg 
Susan Kravets Greenstein 
Lynn e Weaver Hale 
Carol Kalfaian Han son 
Sandra Brudnick Heller 
ll eine Sasalfsky Hoffman 
Anne Moran Jennings 
Ellen R. Kramer 
Carol yn Bourne Kronengold 
Judith Marks 
Carolyn Lippit McCarthy 
Joyce Crocket McComiskey 
Christine E. Murdock 
Judith M. Newlander 
Lois Rosner Older 
Janice Leary Pan off 
Annal ee Tozi er Pease 
Rita A. Ranni 
Ilene Meyer Shapiro 
Jerrilyn Kirschbaum Smith 
Paula Sherin Stahl 
Maxin e Price Sugarman 
Ellen G. Suskind 
Molli Swid Taft 
Beverly Tash 
Carolyn Costello Turner 
Lois Malboeuf Veshia . 
Barbara Greenberg Zdziarski' 
Janet Matluck Zimmerman 
1969-36.4 % 
$12.65 
Agent : Susan Schwartz Bloom 
Deborah Wainer Abrahams 
Leslie Sandl er Becker 
Susan Schwartz Bloom 
Carol Reissman Blum 
Cheryl Miller Brilliant 
Nancy Cooperstein Carlinsky 
Marcia Pestana Chamberlain 
Annemarie O'Loughlin Chenette 
Laura-Lynn Finley Cornalis 
Amy T. Doherty 
Elaine Dommu 
Maureen Dressler Dores 
Andrea Nordin Driscoll 
Susan Levi Driscoll 
Shirley Culgin Drury 
Rosanne Sachs Ezer 
Ruth Lilien Fay 
Toby Silberstein Feldman 
Janey Kuchlnsky Frank 
Anne Richardson Geier 
Terry Kaplan 
Elizabeth Narcus Kasakoff 
Michele Davis Katz 
Myrna L. Kesselman 
Phyllis Gabowitz Kremen 
Fern Sherri Levine 
Jo-Anne D'Amato Lyons 
Marci Gulden Milesky 
Lois Feinberg Miller 
Linda Alejos Mitchelmore 
Tobey Salmanson Oresman 
Sandra Page 
Deborah Schwartz Raizes 
Jill Rosenfield Ritch 
Julene Pike Rosenman 
Berta Gatlin Samson 
Elaine Coughlin Schaeffer 
Marjorie Green Segel 
Eileen M. Shanahan 
Susan Hill Shell 
Barbara S. Sherman 
Jane Resseguie Shubert 
Ann Carp Siegel 
Mary Nitcbie Smith 
Joyce Freedman Snierson 
Arlene Glaser Sobol 
Elizabeth Hickey Stakem 
Margaret Sargent Stone 
1970-33.8 % 
$21.73 
Agent : Elizabeth George Latham 
*Marjorie Silvem1an Afergan 
Lisa Kline Aframe 
Diane Hunter Bond 
Susan Finstein Brine 
Janis Carter Burke 
Elaine M. Cullinane 
Michele Allard DeGeorge 
*Nancy Sobin Drourr 
*Susan Spencer Dworkin 
Harriet Rifkin Fingeroth 
Roberta Cohen Florin 
*Ellen Pekin Gordon 
*Susan Grossman 
Janice Anderson Hall 
*Margery Kahn Henzi 
Ellin Leventhal Hewes 
*Sandy Birnbach Hoagland 
Rosalind Spinazola Hogan 
Joy Sulka Kant 
Sharon Coyne Karp 
*Ellen Harrison Katz 
Carolyn Mann Kiniry 
Sharon Clifford Knudsen 
Linda Regine Martin 
Gayle MacSweeney McIntosh 
Marsha Leavitt Moody 
Sandra A. Moriarty 
Leslie Feuer Orton 
J. Dana Reid 
*Ann Greenberg Rogel 
*Lynda Shaftel Rothstein 
Susan Metters Segar 
Nancy L. Siegal 
Barbara Simon Smidt 
Marilyn Nesson Smith 
Carole Kazanjian Smith 
Jo-Ann Breiner Stein 
Nancy H. Vogler 
Beverly Zembrow Wain 
*Sylvia Sirignano Ward 
*Jane Place Weaver 
Nancy W. Weibust 
*Wendie Eisen Weisman 
Laura Gordon Wernick 
*Rhon a Sue Yanofsky 
Alain S. Zulofsky 
1971-29.41 % 
$9.74 
Agent: Linn Wilson 
Carol Hamer Alcusky 
Georgia C. Apgar 
Gail Bardis 
Sharon Wasserman Berry 
Karen Bryck Bloom 
Sally D. Blois 
Ruth E. Bradford 
Margaret Tyler Citerone 
Jane Gordon Cobban 
Mary Frances Murphy Corcoran 
Andrea Meisel De Vries 
Raelyn Parsells Dibble 
Jean Schulman Dougan 
Janice Sherman Epps 
Roberta Feinstein Gilstein 
Evie Katz Gleckel 
Marjorie Schachter Greenberg 
Betsy McCall Hale 
Muriel P. Heiman 
Lois Brookman Huntley 
Darlene Lescovich Ill 
Judith M. Kanner 
Mary Toulopoulos Koskores 
Marjorie Kaufman Lazarus 
Judith Lederman 
Laura Grossman Lifshutz 
*Frances Foti Nonni 
Joan Hermann Powell 
Sara Feldman Salomon 
Barbara Oxman Silverstein 
Lynne Baratta Venetucci 
Martlia Frederick Vicens 
*Doris Wilhousky 
Linn S. Wilson 
Deborah Ohlsson Worth 
1972- 22. 7% 
$12.38 
Agent : Deborah Katz Mann 
Pamela Savage Awrach 
Barbara E. Beck 
Julia F. Cahill . 
Janice Gardner Crivelli 
Dorothy Frampton Earle 
Pamela Foster Fisher 
Jean Fico Fletcher 
Carol Moberg Floreen 
Nancy Coyne Glazer 
*Marilyn Spanier Gould 
Karyl Heifetz 
Elaine Huffert 
Patricia S. Karasick 
Lynn Kopins 
Sandra Lawson Lambert 
Katherine Laudano 
*Teena J. Leben 
Linda LaQuerre Nawrot 
Brina Einstein Neu stat 
Jane O'Brien 
Rayna Monaco Pillsbury 
Angela M. Polcari 
Caryn LeWinter Pruskin 
Roberta Reich 
Kristin Saul 
Lesley Bader Schreger 
Susan Lane Shriner 
Linnea E. Turner 
Sally Waters 
Joanne Woller Wuntz 
*Ellen J. Yaffee 
Selena Stubenhaus Yudkovitz 
1913-23.36 % 
$6.38 
Agent: Andrea Strongin Abraham 
Andrea Strongin Abraham 
*Jane M. Albert 
Barbara Travier Allen 
Joy Ford Berezin 
Nancy Bordo 
Beth Kaplan Bresky 
Eugenia Zanetos Buba 
Carol Anne Ciampa 
Charlene Constantine 
Mary Ann Dorgan Denninger 
Martha \Vhelan De Vos 
Jean Bartolu cci Doran 
Sharon R. Feingold 
Joyce McCarthy Gigante 
Anne Johnson Gilford 
Lynne Vineburg Goldberg 
Joan G. Goldman 
Joanne Muskalski Guild 
Sandra L. Halady 
Marcia Hanig 
Susan M. Heath 
Carrie Dee Huntington 
Maryann M. Hysler 
Phyllis M. Katz 
Laurelann Bowker Kime 
Deborah Shapiro Kraft 
Cheryl Zitaner Lamport 
Joyce E. Lapp 
Gail E. Larsen 
Gail Shulman Lehrhoff 
Cynthia Schwarz Lowenthal 
Ann G. Mahony 
Marguerite Whalen Marrano 
Linda B. Mirijanian 
Barbara Seitz Murray 
*Lois Hertzberg Nevitt 
Fran E. Pomerantz 
Clarissa Rae Quinley 
Maureen Sullivan Santoro 
Robin Bornstein Schecter 
Marcia Packer Schechter 
Susan F. Solmonson 
Mary M. Talbot 
Ellen Teitler 
Laura D. Tinker 
Marilyn Small Valentini 
Shelley Weinberg 
Wendy Weiler Wesler 
Sally Brenner Willis 
Shawna Gurley Wisniosk i 
1914-35.4 7% 
$6.13 
Agent: Mary Lally 
Meryl W. Aaron 
Jane E. Abesh 
Nancy B. Adams 
Cynthia E. Bencal 
Harolyn Burton Bowden 
Judith Pearson Boyson 
Helen E. Campb ell 
Christine C. Cannell 
Pamela Caragianes 
Ilda Carreiro 
Jo yce Katz Chafetz 
Susan J. Chalmer s 
Jill Collier 
Patric ia Belisonzi Comiskey 
Lois S. Coop er 
Cheryl B. Cott on 
Deborah Ann deGraffenried 
Caroline A. Deloury 
Marth a Grodd DeMoss 
Nancy Der Parseghian 
Marian M. DeStefano 
Karen I. Dresner 
Lisa R. Ehrlich 
Julie Ann Fawcett 
Carol Creelman Fitz simmon s 
*Jan R. Fogel 
Phyllis Kumins Freeman 
Marlene F. Froman 
Ann Morisi Gatti 
Janie Sue Glantz 
Jud ith Ney Golb 
Mary E. Grassi 
Andrea J . Herwitz 
Beverly A. Hinckley 
Susan Gilber Hirshon 
Paula R. Kazon 
Mary F . Lally 
Margo Grob e Lathr op 
Barbara Leary 
Joanne McCormick Leverone 
Barbara McCarthy 
Lori Stein Mishcon 
· Margaret MacVane Murray 
Nancy D. Newman 
Mary Yee Nicholas 
Deidre E. Pangaro 
Susan E. Pennini 
Myrna J . Perkes 
Ellen R. Rodman 
Leslie Ross 
Laurie Rubenstein 
Joyce Ruggiero 
Sarah M. Scheft 
Penny Schwartz 
C. Leigh Myers Shaffer 
Sandra Shanba um 
Susan Sheftel Shaw 
Pamela Covert Sheehan 
Kim L. Siegler 
Annette Silver stein 
Mary Ann Stanton 
Jacalyn E. Starr 
Rhonda Stein 
Carol Griswold Stenman 
Charlene Miller Thatcher 
Cheryl Winn Tikenoff 
Carole A. Vena 
Mary E. Verrastro 
Janet F. Weiner 
Amy B. Weiss 
Joan B. Zack 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
26.23% - $10.58 
Rhoda Freed Mann '58G 
Ann S. Segal ' 58G 
Janet M. Silva '58G 
Doris Donnine Bayes '59G 
Francis F iske '6 1G 
Marion T. Hayes '6 1G 
Martha M. Smith '61G 
Priscilla Wilder Ambrose '62G 
Paula Cohe n Hambu rger '62G 
Jane t C. Rober t son '620 
Marion E. Saylor '62G 
Nancy Staudin ger Haynes '63G 
Dorris E. Stewart '63G 
Rebecca H. Alexander '64G 
Shirley J. Cibley '64G 
Alice Shu Tsai '64G 
Etta Hoffman '65G 
*Elizabeth Klaiman '65G 
Judith E. Norton '65G 
Susan Brown Smith '66G 
LynneShamberger Kramlich '67G 
A. Louise Lane '67G 
Joyce M. Spencer '6 7G 
Ruth W. Sterne '67G 
Jane Hara Bulman '68G 
Katherine E. Dobb ie '68G 
*Irene Pearson Doughty '68G 
Donna Evin Messer '68G 
Jo-Ann Oberstein '68G 
Elizabeth Stern Green wold '69G 
Patricia Nesson Marlin '69G 
Lyn Shapiro Santer '69G 
Sandra Cook Banda '70G · 
Phyllis Canter Brown '70G 
Ellen M. Cotter '7 0G 
Joyc e L. Gudeman '70G 
Mary F. Harris '70G 
Lynd a L. KillKelley '70G 
Elaine S. Reisman ' 70G 
Elizabeth Riord an '70G 
Jacquelin e Ferman '71G 
Jacqueline Lasko Gro ss '71G 
Wendy J. Hyatt '71G 
Ruth G. Keyes '71G 
Amy Leos Urbel '71G 
Grenelle Hunt er Bauer '72G 
Mary O'Connor Buchanan '72G 
Susan Clark '72G 
Alix J. Greenblat '72G 
Ann Crockett Hardenberg '72G 
Nancy Kilpatrick '72G 
Anita Quenzer Meyer '72G 
Sally Jacobs Mirsky '72G 
Julia K. Parkhurst '72G 
Carolyn Pulvirenti '72G 
Linda Sands Ro thr ock '72G 
Bina Sareen ' 72G 
Maureen T; Sullivan '72G 
Sandra H. Walker ' 72G 
Ruth Q. Anderson ' 73G 
Ronald Barbagallo '73G 
Barbara Brickman '73G 
Anita C. Brown '73G 
Abigail John son Buhl e '73G 
Patric ia A. Com u '73G 
Carol Czech ' 73G 
Jean R. Dignan '73G 
Linda J. Diskin '73G 
Nancy Farrar '73G 
Pauline M. Fenne l ' 73G 
Leslie Ogan Goldberg '73G 
Hinda Ent enberg Good stein '73G 
Barbara Govendo '73G 
Margaret G. Gregorie '73G 
Caroline Harvey '7 3G 
Anna Liporto Jame s '73G 
Jean E. Jewe tt '73G 
Patri cia Klein '73G 
Patti Koenig '73G 
Paul '73G and Jane '71G Kyt e 
Jill Lazarus '73G 
Robin Leventh al ' 73G 
Claire Liversidge '7 3G 
Geraldine DeSimone Lynch '73G 
Nancy Widmer Madden '73G 
Nancy E. Marcus '73G 
Suzanne Rogier Marshall '73G 
Mabyn Martin '73G 
Sandra Zuckerman Myones '73G 
Elinor G. Parker '73G 
Wendy S. Perlmutter ' 73G 
Nancy Regan '73G 
Judith A. Ross '73G 
Michael A. Stratt on '73 G 
Marion Van Arsdell '73 G 
Virginia H. Wadsworth '73G 
Melanie W. Watson '73G 
Cynthia Vincent Wehling '7 3G 
Rhona S. Wenger '73G 
Carolyn G. Whitlock '73G 
Catherine Williams '7 3G 
Theodor e A. Zalewski '73G 
Joyce Shahet Ackerman '74G 
Lillian Backman '7 4G 
Ruth Fellm an Block ' 74G 
Mary L. Brayton '74G 
J. Lind sey Holman Brown '74G 
Loui se F. Cadot ' 74G 
Eileen Chodos '74G 
Peggy Coppol a '74G 
Janet Damelin '74G 
Nancy DeMameff e '74G 
Joyc e Morgenstern Drinkard '74G 
Ann J. Dwinell '74G 
Joanne K. Ett enson '74G 
Judith L. Fateman '74G 
Carolyn R. Fellman '74G 
Carolyn E. Fish '74G 
Jilda A. Freeman '74G 
M. Stephani e Fridie '74G 
Susan N. Fri el '74G 
Susan K. Gaffn ey ' 74G 
Stuart M. Goldstein '74G 
Barbara M. Grossman '74G 
Nancy Warner Hann a '74G 
Marjorie Dale Homonoff ' 74G 
Jane Woodley Hughes '74G 
Barbara B. Joyc e '7 4G 
Lynne W. Kimball '74G 
Susan Lopatin Kinderlehrer '74G 
Patricia P. Laurid sen '74G 
Jean C. Lawler '74G 
Viola Lingelbach '74G 
Sandra W. Manning '74G 
Susan Mason '74G 
Sidney W. Mason '74G 
Ruth E. Medalia '74G 
Margrete C. Miner '74G 
Jean T. Nordb erg '74G 
William H. Norris '74G 
Karen M. O'Connor '74G 
Donna L. O'Neill '7 4G 
Shane O'Neill '74G 
Nancy E. Parsons '7 4G 
Sandra Statlander Pelanne '74G 
Ellen L. Porter '7 4G 
Audrey T. Price '74G 
Barbara Heikoff Rich stad '74G 
Barbara Rissman '7 4G 
Beverly Rissman '74G 
Brenda N. Robert s '74 G 
Constance Rogers '74G 
Ann Marie Ryan '7 4G 
Sigrid A, Salmela '74G 
Helen Schellhammer '74G 
Toby S. Segal '74G 
Linda Sheldon '7 4G 
Judith M. Siemen '74G 
Ellen Sivack '74G 
Philip T. Snead '74G 
Charlotte R. Sorenson '74G 
Jane L. Stucker '74G 
Christine Valentyn '74G 
Margaret A. Viets '74G 
Vivian M. Vinin ' 74G 
Phyllis G. West &74G 
Katherin e Wolfe Winder '74G 
Ann Wurman '74G · 
Joan M. Yarro '74G 
Barbara C. Younger '74G 
BUILDING FUND REPORT 
In May, 19 73, Lesley 's Urban 
Ac ademic Village was dedi-
cated. Sinc e then, th e new 
buildin g compl ex has served a 
wide variety of needs f or th e 
Les ley College co mm unit y . To 
all th ose who com m itt ed sup· 
port to th e Buil ding Fund th is 
past y ear, we ex tend our appr e-
ciat ion. Pledge paymen ts total· 
ing $2 0,65 4.3 0 were received 
f rom July 1, 19 74, thro ugh 
June 30, 19 75. 
TRUSTEES 
Robert H. Cain 
J ohn H. Dyer 
Jo seph M . Ed.in burg 
C. Char les Marran 
Jack Schwartz 
CORPORA TORS 
Ro bert A. Abe les P75 
Mary McCarr on Mead '25 
Ralp h L. Ro se P6 1 
C. Vince nt Vap pi 
CORPORATE 
A. & M. Suppl y Comp any 
Chemical Sales .& Service Co., Inc . 
Rod man In sUiance Agency 
Spencer Companies 
TRW F ound ation 
Vapp i & Comp any , In c. 
MATCHING GIFTS 
Amtel, Irie. 
Her cules In corpor ated 
FOUNDATIONS 
Jo seph M. & Doroth y B. Edinburg 
Charit able Tru st 
FACULTY AND 
ADMINISTRATION 
Elizabeth M . St elg 
John G. Tuck er 
COMMEMORATIVE GIFTS 
In Memory of 
Vincent R. Herteri ck 
PARENTS 
Mr. Rober t A. Abeles P75 
Mr. Max B. Brenn er P73 
Mr. Philip T . Coh en P73 
Mr . Richard B. Hinckl ey P74 
Mr. Alexander Katz P73 
Mrs. Maurice Katz P71 
Mr. William F. Nolan P75 
Mr. Bertram Rodman P74 
Mr. Ben C. Shefte l P74 
Mr. Harry D. Solomon P72 
Mr. Walter S. Stanfi eld P67 
Mr . Samuel St einman P61 
Mr. Leon Tobin P72 
ALUMNI 
Mary McCarron Mead '25 
Virginia Saunders Allison '30 
Florence Gardner Balius '32 
Doroth y Potter Hawthorne '32 
Marion Hutton Weil '39 , 
Thelma Crossman Whitcher 39 
Roberta Sibor Braley '49 
Marie L. Story Palmer '50 
Barbara LeMay Gulla '51 
Mary O'Brien Moylan ' 51 
Dorothy Miller Newton '52 _ , 
Donna Chickering Summ erville 5 3 
Dorothy Ullian Gorod estsky '54 
Audrey Belson Meline '58 
Lucille Martel Huggins '59 
Susan Ferran Joseph '59 
Gail Rob erts Dusseault '60 
Sybil Nassau Koplowitz '62 
Susan Wilcon Et elman '63 
Sheila Kearns O'Reilly '63 
Jane Finb erg Mandell '64 
Joan Lubow Ston e '64 
Diane Nassau Weiss '64 
Pamela Hall '66 
Jean-Anne Heide '66 
Arlene Guth Soifer '66 
Barbar a J . Bradley '68 
Joann e Heap Hunt '68 
Molli Swid Taft '68 
Arlene Haszard Cronin '69 
Elaine Dommu '69 
Linda Alejo s Mitchelmor e '69 
Marjorie Sack Winnick '69 
Fro m Acto n to Yarmouth via Boston and Hull 
WANTED: R ecent graduat e of 
accredit ed teacher-training insti-
tution f or high-pr essured de-
manding work. R esourceful , cre-
ativ e self-start er. Willing to wo rk 
long hours and possibly to relo-
cate. Must enio v challen1;e. S ense 
of hum or essential. Call 8 68-
9600, ex t. JJ 7. 
At first glance the above may 
appear to be an ad for a glam-
orous , prestigious position with a sal-
ary to match . In reality , it mer ely 
enumerates some of the prerequisites 
for entering today 's competitive job 
market. As any rec ent Lesley Colle ge 
graduate will tell you , finding a teach-
ing job today is in itself a full-tim e job . 
While most of the positions of our 
1975 graduat es were captured after 
countless hours at typewriter and tele-
phone and innumerable miles of travel 
by MBT A , car and even jet , to a select 
few the job que st is not an onerous 
task. The vagaries of the job market 
are such that success cannot be mea-
sured in worn-out typewriter ribbons 
or increased bills for telephone and 
gasoline . Perseverance does not always 
pay, nor does inertia decree that one 
shall be jobless on September 1. Just 
consider the cases of Cathy and Flo. 
By February 15, Cathy had applied 
to 33 schools in eastern Massachusetts 
and was feeling a sense of smug satis-
faction at having worked her way 
through the "M's." On March 15, after 
sealing the envelope that would carry 
her resume to Yarmouth, she pi cked 
up the phone to check on the status of 
her application with Acton . During the 
spring she pursued some new leads , 
went to several interviews and kept in 
touch with the schools where she had 
applied. This pattern continued to no 
avail throughout the summer , and Sep-
tember 1 found Cathy weighing the 
pros and cons of taking a job as an 
aide or a substitute . 
By contrast , Flo took a Scarlett 
O'Hara approach to finding a job, say-
ing "I won't think about that today; 
I'll think about it tomorrow." Al-
Some observations on the job market 
by Donna McGrath 
th ough she had filed a few applica-
tions in early spring , she did no follow-
up work and preferred to keep her last 
few months at Lesley hassle-free. Im-
mediately after gradu ation , when there 
was not even a glimmer of a Septem-
ber offer, she left for a summer of 
cross-country travel. She returned in 
late August and was almost immediate-
ly offer ed a dream job at a school to 
which she had never applied. 
Unfair? Untru e? Bizarre? Perhaps , 
but such incidents do indeed happen in 
tod ay 's unpr edictable , frequently frus-
t ratin g yet never theless exciting job 
market. Furth ermor e, they show that 
th ere are no hard and fast rules for 
landin g a job and that there is an ele-
ment of caprice th at seemingly dis-
penses jobs at random . Altl10ugh there 
are no immut able rules which abso-
lutely ensure a job , there are three fac-
tors whi ch contribut e significantly to a 
successful job search : excellence of 
professional preparation , skillful job-
hunting techniqu es and , like it or not , 
luck. 
When it comes to preparati on for 
teaching , a Lesley College education 
speaks for itself. Contracts have been 
offered on this strength alone. How-
ever , every Lesley student doe s not 
autom atically become a master teacher 
upon being graduat ed. Those who have 
achieved academic distin ction and 
earned enthusiastic endorsements from 
professors , supervising teachers or past 
employers h ave an added advantage. 
Yet a summ a cum laude designation 
and a placement file bulging with glow-
ing recommendations are worth noth-
ing by themselves. The teaching can-
didate must communicate her or his 
proficiencies to the potential employer , 
and this requires job-hunting skills. 
When a Lesley student first con-
fronts the job market , the immediate 
question is "Where do I start ?" The 
best beginnin g is some preliminary re-
search into the availability of teaching 
jobs . Long before graduation , student s 
learn that the chances of landing a job 
are better in Georgia , North Dakota or 
New Mexico than in Boston , New 
York or Los Angeles. They also learn 
the subtle distinctions between the 
school systems in the Boston area: 
which require the National Teacher 
Examinations , which hire only experi-
enced teachers , which are enjoying 
growth and which are cuttin g back . Ig-
norance and naivete give way to knowl-
edge and expertise . 
Next comes a period of serious self-
exploration and the ordering of per-
sonal priorities . The questions asked 
may well be : "Am I willing to move 
out of state to get the job I really 
want ? Or do I prefer to stay near 
friends and family, taking my chances 
in a tighter market? " 
After this preliminary "know thy 
market " and "kno w thyself ' research , 
it is time for action steps . There are 
numerous books , with varying slants , 
th at can instruct in this area. One 
point upon which all agree is that the 
job-seeker should establish a network 
of cont acts for learning where job s ex-
ist since most are never advertised . A 
person seeking a job should tell the 
(Continued on page 20) 
Donna McGrath, Director of Placeme nt f or 
undergraduat e and graduat e stud ents , earned 
her B.A . and M.A . in classics at th e Univer-
sity of Ro chester. She has taught Latin in 
ups tate Ne w York , Hawaii and Ne w Englan·d . 
She divides her leisure time betw een a Bea-
con Hill stud io and a f ieldstone ho me in 
Pax ton, Massachusetts, which serves as a f o -
cus for her furn iture ref inishing and stained 
glass craf ting. 
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A Survey that Said Something 
''Mrs. S's work performance indi-
cates that Lesley College has given her 
excellent preparation." 
"G's ability to provide interesting les-
sons has been a strength of hers. She 
is very cooperative and willing to work 
on committees to improve instruction 
in our school. " 
"C. took over our nebulous pre-school 
and created a structure with room for 
growth and moving. " 
These comments and others were 
received from thirty-six employers of 
seventy-five 1973 and 1974 Lesley 
College graduates in response to a No-
vember , 1974, survey conducted by 
the Lesley College Education Division. 
Both the graduates, who were em-
ployed as teachers, and their principals 
were questioned, and the results were 
used to assess the strengths and weak-
nesses of the Education Division. 
The graduates evaluated the Divi-
sion's education program in light of 
their on-the-job experience. The prin-
cipals were asked their views on the ef-
fectiveness of the Lesley courses and 
field work. The responses and com-
ments were summarized in a 102-page 
report co-authored by this author and 
Sandra Stotsky. A series of faculty 
meetings were then devoted to plan-
ning changes in order to remedy appar-
ent weaknesses and bolster existing 
strengths. 
In the eyes of the graduates and 
principals , the strengths of the pro-
fessional education program out-
weighed the weaknesses. Among the 
strengths were the understanding and 
skill that graduates felt they had at-
tained for helping children develop 
healthy self-concepts, for designing 
short-term lesson plans and for teach-
ing whole-class and small-group activi-
ties. 
Large numbers of graduates felt 
that the major strengths of the Lesley 
program were the impressive extents 
to which they had been able to devel-
op their personal teaching styles , self-
confidence for beginning teaching , 
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ability to learn from students, under-
standing of personal values, commit-
ment to and enthusiasm for teaching 
and ability to maintain continuous 
professional growth. 
Principals felt the graduates' prepar-
ation in using instructional media such 
as tapes, recordings, movies, filmstrips 
and video was excellent. 
The quality of Core field place-
ments and junior and senior student 
teaching was generally rated as "excel-
lent," although the written comments 
indicated that in some cases there were 
variances from poor to superb for an 
individual student. 
Special Education graduates saw 
their understanding and ability to ap-
ply behavior modification techniques 
as a strength of that program. The prin-
cipals agreed with this evaluation . 
Both the graduates and principals re-
ported satisfaction with the Lesley 
College Early Childhood Education 
program as a whole. 
In response to the weaknesses 
pointed out by the survey results, 
some changes have been instituted for 
the present school year, including a 
previously planned course offering for 
all Education majors, "The Child with 
Special Learning Needs in the Regular 
Classroom." There will be more em-
phasis on ways of working with chil-
dren with special learning needs 
through the Special Education pro-
gram, on methods of teaching physical 
education through elective courses and 
on ways of working with children's 
speech disorders, also through elective 
courses. Senior student teaching semi-
nars will devote more time to helping 
students develop the interpersonal 
skills needed in parent, colleague and 
supervisor conferences. 
Many graduates reported a need for 
more training in effective record-keep-
ing of children's progress and in organ-
izing clerical tasks in the classroom. 
Education faculty members will be 
more aware of these needs, but no 
plans have yet been made to teach this 
content. 
The Education Division recognizes 
that it has helped only a few students 
with such problems as coping with a 
lack of school funds, following the 
principal's methods and dealing with 
lower middle class realities and poor 
resources. For more than two years, an 
urban education minor has been offered 
to help prepare students to cope with 
these realities. A number of student 
teachers worked in inner-city schools 
all during Boston's Phase I turmoil last 
year, but efforts have not been ex-
panded in this direction. 
One important request, that of in-
stituting a bi-lingual, bi-cultural educa-
tion program at Lesley College , is be-
ing studied by a faculty group. 
We at Lesley College are very grate-
ful to the graduates and principals who 
responded so thoughtfully and promp-
tly to our evaluation survey. Your 
efforts have helped to ensure that Edu-
cation Division programs will continue 
to meet the on-the-job needs of our 
graduates. 
Avis Brenner is a professor in the Education 
Division and coordinator of the Child and 
Community Program at Lesley College. Dr. 
Brenner studied at Antioch College, Ohio 
State University and Columbia University 
and taught at the elementary school and 
university levels. In January, I 976, she will 
coordinate a conference on child abuse in 
cooperation with the Massachusetts Division 
of Alcoholism . Dr. Brenner is listed in the 
1975-1976 edition of Who's Who in Ameri-
can Women. Sandra Stotsky is a Ph.D. can-
didate at Harvard University's Graduate 
Scho ol of Education. 
Cla ss Notes 
Marriages 
Peggy Linahan '65 , to Barry Curr an 
Sherryl Stadtman '76 to Pet er Birkhol z 
Nancy Dean '69 to Robert Ro ss 
Nancy Sodofsky '69 to Loui s Beckerman 
Dale Feigenbaum '70 to Jeffrey Gordon 
Sandra Moriarty '7 0 to Cliff ord Luc e 
Linda Bednarz '71 to Richard Cy ran 
Diane Dicesare '71 to Robert Pitt 
Laura Grossman '71 to Arthur Lifshut z 
Mary Katherine Hanafin '7 1 to Gary Long 
Kathy Autori '72 to Frede ric Ca llahan 
Ellen Carner '72 to Ri chard Garaffo 
Patti-Ann Cantara ' 72 to Na th an Schwart z 
Ellen Cohen '72 to Mark Co he n 
Ann Fabianski ' 72 to Donald Nic holson 
Cheryl Kassler '72 to Steven Smith 
Bernadette Reppucci '72 to Denni s Kearney 
Heddy Schiff '72G to Herny Levin 
Diane Sher ' 72 to Rich Spra gu e 
Barbara Wiecks '72 to Jeremy Dodd 
Laurelann Bowker '73 to Michael Kime 
Leslie Kaster '73 to Law rence Ro senb erg 
Susan Muttee '73 to Gerard Ahern 
Johnna Stinson '73G to Philip Crosby 
Joanne Ziebarth ' 73 G to Leo Co rb et t 
Helen Campbell '74 to Paul Babiarz 
Christina Frost '74 to St eph en Booth 
Cynthia Jameson '74 to Peter Tunnicliff e 
Robin Lazare '74G to Jam es Low ell 
Leslie Magerer '74 to Lee Tapper 
Susan Pennini '74 to Lloyd Bradl ey 
Rhonda Stein '74 to Daniel Casper 
Nita Compton '75G to Robert D'Inno cenzo 
Judith Darragh '75G to William Schnell 
Susan Filo '75 to Robert Hardy 
Victoria Iselin '75G to Loren Nelson 
Elaine Manteiga '75 to John Gavejian 
Carole Meyers '75 to William H. Edwards, Jr. 
Janice Newgent '75 to John Brooks 
Linda Nicotra '75 to Kenneth Corson 
Ilene Silverstein '75 to Stewart Min skoff 
Harriet Slivka '75 to Samuel Hillson 
Judith Smith '75 to John Melby 
Marie Veysey '75G to Spencer Hays 
Joyce Weiner '75G to Stephen Salter 
Births 
To Richard and Margaret Tyler Citerone '71, 
a son, Andrew Richard. 
To Melvin and Jaqueline Lipnick Garelick 
'67, a daughter, Rachel Beth . 
To Jeffrey and Marilyn Baskies An tine '6 7, 
a new sister for Adam Michael (4), 
Alyson Beth. 
To Charles and Barbara Triber Silverman 
'65, a daughter, Julie Susan. 
To Richard and Geraldine Nye Pedrini '63 , 
joining sons Richard (6) and David (4), 
Robert Paul 
To Jos eph and Sheila Higgins Capute '65, 
a daughter, Wendy, joins Amy (7½) 
and Todd (6). 
To Fred and Jane Gordon Cobban '69 
a daughter, Ilana Rachael, joins ' 
Shana Surelle (2). 
To Michael and Carol Goldman Slippen '64, 
tJ1eir tJ1ird son, Daniel Ian. 
To Philip and Rosalyn Heifetz Abrams '67, 
a son, JonatJ1an Samuel. First son 
Mark is now 2. 
To Stephen 11nd Rosanne Sachs Ezer '69, 
a <laughter Deborah , joins Melissa (5) . 
To Alan and Jul ene Pike Rosenman '69, 
tJ1eir first child, Michael Laurence. 
To Richard and Helen Voorhees Quodo-
mine '64 , a son, Richard Davenport. 
To Richard and Ina Nesson Rogal '64 , 
their second child , Jonathan Adam. 
To J ohn and Andrea Nordin Driscoll '69, 
tJ1eir first chil d, Erica Leigh. 
To David and Sandra Stedman Moreland 
'64 , a son , Benjamin Wallace. 
To Theodo re and Carol Amaral '75G, a 
daughter , Tazeena Corin . 
To Walter and Sandra Brudnick Heller 
'68, twin son s, Matthew and Jamie, 
join JonatJmn (4) . 
To Stephen and Lyn Shapiro Santer '69G, 
a son, JonatJ1an Todd. 
To David and Carolyn Costello Turner '68, 
Trissa Dyann e joins her older sister 
Tara. 
To Je ff and Debbie Katz l\fann '72, a 
daughter, BetJ1 Cara. 
To J eff and Lisa Kline Aframe '70, their 
first son, Set11 Rob ert. 
To Larr y and Linda Lishner Revzan '68, 
tlleir 2nd son , Robert Lewis, who 
joins brotJ1er Richard Elliot. Proud 
grandmot her is Thelma Rubin Lishner '34. 
To Bob and Ellen Pekin Gordon '70, a boy, 
Michael Adam. 
To Jack and Ilene Meyer Shapiro '68, a son, 
Eli Rob ert , tJ1eir fourtJ1 child . 
Deaths 
Mary Plezia '25 
Doris Mackenzie Valentino '29 
Marie Holt Munson '4 0 
'28 
Nell Russin Goldberg retired from Shrews-
bur y (MA) Public School s in 1973 , and her 
husband retired from tlle bench of Worcester 
Central District Court. They have been doing 
a great deal of trave.ling and enjoying it 
very much. 
'30 
Estelle Brady Lash represented Lesley 
College at tlle inauguration of President 
Sanrnel Alston Banks at Dickinson College, 
Carlisle, Pa., in September. 
'32 
Alma Burgess Rohdin retire d in Jun e after 
teaching in two Massachusetts publi c schools 
for 17 years and runnin g her own kinder-
garten for eight years. 
'40 
Lynette Bixby Winslow is gratefu l for her 
Lesley education background. She is look-
ing for new fields to conquer after 15 years 
of teaching , tlu ee years in the Army, five 
years as a librarian , a husband and four 
children . 
Members of the Class of 1925 who attended their 50th reunion at Lesley College 
last May were lef t to right, back row: Margaretha (Gretta) Becker Sauer, Mildred 
O'Neil Crowley, Eva Grant Marshall, Josephine Dowing Carey , Mary Welch 
Mathieson, Sister Marie Bulger and Florence Foley ; front row: Margaret Ryan 
Lacey , Betty Brown and Mary McCarron Mead . 
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Bea Grant Gellerson '31 assisted in the 
developrnen t and growth of the Little 
Red Schoolhouse for Retarded Chil-
dren in Dover-Foxcroft, ME. She re-
tired as a teacher and then returned to 
take over an administrative position . 
'47 
Priscilla Rogers Larson presents "Church 
Talks," which are illustrated talks for church 
women's organizations. She paints while 
her husband accompanies her on the piano, 
and she sings while colored lights are played 
on the finished painting. Priscilla writes 
that "18 yearsafterourother two children," 
they "had a bonus baby in 1969 ." 
'56 
After 15 years with life magazine, Bob and 
Rebecca Bicknell Brigham have rejoined 
civilization. Bob is publisher of the weekly 
York County Coast Star in Kennebunk, 
Maine. Sarah (7) and Abigail (6) are thriv-
ing. Edith Hale Cheever Van Beek still lives 
in peaceful Ontario. Her husband teaches 
French, and she is a resource teacher for 19 
schools. 
'59 
Ann Cirolo Luca writes that Lesley's Child 
Psychology courses came in handy when 
rearing her five "marve lous" children , aged 
13, 12 , 11, 10 and 7. 
'62 
Susan Harlow Howe spent three weeks at 
Cape Co d during the sum mer and for a part 
of her vacation, enjoyed a reunion with her 
college roommate, Barbara Waterman. 
Sandra Rosenthal Schultz enjoys hearing 
about Lesley's growth and writes that her 
fam ily has grown also. The Schultz's are 
permanently sett led in Newton Centre, and 
husband Gerry is in hi s own dental practice 
in Brookline. They have four active and de-
lightful children: Michael (7) , Marilyn (5), 
Rachel (3½) and Joan (2). Sandra finds her 
Lesley training useful. 
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'63 
Suzanne Ferleger Llchtenfeld has been living 
in Cincinnati, Ohio, for seven years . Her 
three children , Sharon (10), Greg (6½) and 
Rachal (3½), keep her busy plus handicrafts 
and bowling. 
'67 
Ellen Herwitt Atkins is living in Teaneck, 
N.J., with daughters Rachel, Beth and Sarah. 
She started graduate school at Paterson State 
in September and would love to hear from 
classmates. Denise Glavin Swan has two 
children: Joseph, Jr. (2½) and Tiffany 
(8 months). 
'68 
Tom and Mary Kuhn Weber have moved into 
a 200-year-old house , complete with 100 
acres, and they are working very hard to 
restore it. They have two "great" children 
Abigail (3) and Jason (soon 1). Tom i~ 
assistant to the treasurer of Amherst College. 
Bob and Diane Hyman Gass had their second 
son , Michael Alan, in September 1974. 
Bob is teaching in the special education 
department of Lesley Graduate School. 
Diane has retired from teaching until her 
children are in school. Karen Hertz Freed-
berg and her husband David make their home 
in Manh attan along with son, Andrew, now 
a year old. David and Tina Brodsky Bellet 
are living in New York City, also. Tina 
is teaching fourth grade in the Fleming 
School (Ecole Francaise) with Suzi Lind 
Roll who teaches the third grade . Ilene 
Meyer Shapiro has taught in Massachusetts 
North Carolina and Virginia, where she found 
the South very challenging and rewarding. 
Now Ilene and Jack have settled in West 
Chester , PA with children Nathan (5), 
Sarah (3)'. Amy (1) and Eli Robert, born in 
July. Lois Rosner Older is living in Tampa 
with Ben (4), Jessie (2 ½) and her husband 
Jay , who is in the practice of Ophthalmi~ 
Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery. Lois is 
working part-time in the office. The whole 
family enjoys Florida. Elizabeth Conklin 
married Luke Fithian in September, 1974. 
They live in New Jersey where she teaches 
first grade. 
'70 
Lynda Shaftel Rothstein is at home with 1 ½-
year-old son Jed in Albuquerque, NM. 
'71 
Janice Yelland received her masters from 
the Univ. of Massachusetts and is a quad 
teacher for grades 1-3. She is also doing 
graphic and consultant work for Milton 
Bradley Inc. Muriel Heiman lives in Washing-
ton, D.C. and teaches 2nd grade in Silver 
Spring, MD. She writes that she has found 
her Lesley preparation a valuable asset and 
thanks all who contributed to the 
experience. 
'72 
Ruthanne Jaffe Shanfield taught for 3 years, 
but now she is a full-time graduate student 
at Lesley working for her masters in Day 
Care Administration. 
'73 
Debby Shapiro Kraft moved, with her 
husband, Freddy, to St. Louis , MO last 
January. She is teaching the sixth grade 
there. Carol Goulian is residing in New 
York City after graduating from N.Y.U . 
Graduate School of Education. She received 
a masters in Early Childhood and Elemen-
tary Education with highest honors. She is 
teaching E.D. children in the Psychiatric 
Clinic of N .Y. Hospital's Cornell Univ. 
Medical College. 
'74 
Martha Grodd DeMoss represented Lesley 
at the inauguration of President Bill J. 
Lillard at Central State Univ. , Edmond, OK 
in September. Joyce Shohet Ackerman (G) 
is living and working on a Navajo Re serva-
tion in AR at an Indian Controlled Commun-
ity School. As education specialist, she is 
co-ordinating the developm ent of a resource 
program for special needs children of ele-
mentary age . She is also involved in staff 
training and development as an extension 
faculty of Navajo Community College and 
the Univ. of New Mexico. 
Lynne Alexander Josephson '59 helps 
to run Gilbert's Book Shop in Long-
meadow, MA , which she and her hus-
band have owned and operated for 
more than a year. The shop has proven 
to be a successful venture, and Lynne 
still has time for her son and two 
daughters . 
Mail your news today! Your class-
mates want to hear from you. Class 
Notes form is on inside back cover. 
The Lesley Exchange 
To the Editor: 
Thirty women attended the confer-
ence on "Exploring Alternatives for 
Personal and Professional Growth" 
held at Lesley College on Saturday, 
September 13. What was soon appar-
ent was that these women wanted to 
talk about themselves and more specif -
ically their needs as persons , their feel-
ings of guilt about having needs and 
how to deal with both the needs and 
the guilt. 
Alternatives for personal growth ex-
plored were continuing one's educa-
tion at Lesley or elsewhere and return-
ing to the professional working world 
on a full- or part-time basis. The wo-
men also talked about the feelings that 
these possible changes engendered. 
And in each case the problem that 
seemed to arise was, "How do I fit this 
in and around the needs and demands 
of my family, when are they valid and 
indeed are they valid?" 
The conference raised as many 
questions as it answered. It was an ex-
cellent idea and another way that Les-
ley College continues to listen to and 
serve the needs of its alumni. This kind 
of thing should happen again. When it 
does, let's hope that even more alumni 
utilize the chance to let Lesley "do" 
something more for them. 
Judith Clifford Campbell '63 
Hyde Park, Mass. 
To the Editor: 
I am writing to express my appre-
ciation for the September 13 seminar 
at Lesley. Since I had not been back 
to Lesley for several years, I was 
both surprised and impressed with 
the changes. 
The seminar was well organized and 
very stimulating. Too bad the atten-
dance was not greater! I hope that my 
relationship with Lesley will now be 
more active as I returned feeling very 
enthusiastic and eager. 
Maxine Price Sugarman '68 
Swampscott, Mass. 
To tJ1e Editor: 
I want to thank all those who con-
tributed for a totally enjoyable day on 
Saturday, September 13. The informa-
tion shared really shook off some 
mental "cobwebs ," and it was fun to 
renew acquaintances and make new 
ones! Let 's have more Saturday get-
togethers! 
Joyce Crockett McComiskey '68 
Lynn, Mass. 
To the Editor: 
Reunion '75 was such a happy day 
and my thanks go out to all who made 
it possible and exciting for us. I cher-
ished being part of both the changing 
and enduring Lesley. How proud Dr. 
Orton can be of tltis outstanding 
achievement . . . . I came home and 
dug out my Lesley folder and found 
treasures from days gone by. 
To the Editor: 
Mariam Nelson '20 
Cambridge, Mass. 
I have been wanting to write you 
for several months regarding my exper-
ience with the Placement Office. Last 
November I found myself looking for 
a position in the Learning Disabilities 
field. Because of my association with 
Lesley, I called the Placement Office 
for advice. It was most surprising to 
find after being out of school for al-
most 25 years that help was available 
to me. Both Donna McGrath and Jo-
anne Scheuble gave of themselves in 
tin1e and advice. They spent an hour 
just on instructing me how to write a 
resume. 
I doubt that another school offers 
such services to alumni and so gra-
ciously. I want other alumni to know 
about the Placement Office and the 
fact that Lesley is still "home" even 
after so many years. Many thanks. 
Barbara Barron Schilling 'SO 
Waban, Mass. 
To ilie Editor: 
This is my way of ilianking the 
Placement Office and Paul Walsh for 
backing me up and helping me push 
for ilie almost illusive job. I'm feeling 
pretty high right now. 
I am a teacher's aide at Hanscom 
Middle School (grades 4 and 5). I'll 
be working with a team of four teach-
ers who I know will act in a friendly as 
well as instructive way. Also, I have 
my airplanes droning above me and I 
can be reminded of iliat part of my 
life when I was in unifonn and a pilot 
above. Now I'm a pilot below. 
I started searching back in Feb-
ruary; 
Paul Walsh spurred me on. 
By March my resume was in the 
hands 
Of 25 schools strong. 
Towards mid-April, with only two 
replies, 
It was to the interview do or die . 
In May I took a break to graduate; 
Both interviews had fallen through. 
Motivation riding high in June; 
I wanted to bypass the September 
gloom. 
So to Carroll School I went 
To get 6 L.D. credits in a 7-week 
stint. 
July brought heat , L.D . theories 
and 
One yellow jacket bite , but I sat 
tight. 
August brought anoth er diploma ; 
As a student I did excel, 
But a job is what I needed pell-mell! 
September stretching up its frosty 
neck , 
A letter from Joanne I did respect. 
Off to Hanscom I did go 
With a hearty-haw and a real heave-
ho . 
One of three, I was picked ; 
Another interview would cinch the 
bit. I bit. 
Into the final stretch I went , 
With Lesley riding high l 00%. 
I won! Go get 'em, '76! 
Meredith Leonard '75 
Wayland, Mass. 
Readers may remember Meredith 
Leonard's story in the Fall, 19 74, issue 
of The Current . Ms. Leonard trans-
f erred to Lesley College aft er serving 
in the Air Force and counts fly ing as 
one of her hobbies. Ed. 
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world. Many are the conversations 
over coffee that end with "if you hear 
of anything .... " For Lesley students, 
the network includes alumni all over 
the country who have agreed to serve 
as job information resource persons in 
their areas. 
Job-seekers now must zero in on 
what is unique in their background 
that can give them ' an edge over other 
applicants. Sometimes this is reflected 
in real skills or experiences: "I spent a 
summer working on a kibbutz," "I put 
myself through school in three years" 
or "I student taught in England." For 
others, the uniqueness is expressed 
more superficially, and the result may 
be a lime-green resume with a border 
of hand-drawn fleur-de-lis. Still others 
may find individuality in being a mi-
nority student, a male elementary edu-
cation major or the only class member 
seeking a job in Juneau, Alaska. 
To those out of touch with the cur-
rent job market, these remarks may 
seem facetious to the point of gim-
mickry . Yet if a technique may suc-
ceed in bringing together applicant and 
employer so that hiring can take place, 
one can only decide , pragmatically, to 
try it. Of course , the selected strategy 
must accurately represent the candi-
date , and she or he must feel comfort-
able with it. 
Landing a job today is, as it has al-
ways been , largely a matter of luck. 
The old saying about being in the right 
place at the right time may be trite, 
but it is certainly not overrated. "Walk-
into into a job" is more than a figure 
of speech and may take many forms. 
It may be calling a school to inquire 
about special education vacancies five 
minutes after a learning disabilities tu-
tor has resigned. It may be receiving a 
job offer only hours before leaving for 
a month in Europe on a flight delayed 
by fog. As happened recently, it may 
be discovering that the teacher for 
whom one is doing a fantastic job of 
substituting not only has a broken leg 
but is pregnant. 
One final note is directed to all job-
seekers trying to weather the ups and 
downs of the most competitive teacher 
market of all time: keep both a sense 
of humor and a sense of perspective 
and expect the unexpected. You must 
realize that you have not failed profes-
sionally if you are not immediately 
offered the job of your choice in the 
school of your choice at the salary of 
your choice. You cannot predict the 
magic mix of ingredients that will land 
you a job since no one formula works 
for everyone. Flo certainly had a super-
abundance of luck to compensate for 
her apathy to paperwork. Cathy, who 
could use a little of Flo's luck, left no 
stone unturned in her search and will 
assuredly crack the market through 
-sheer persistence. 
Don't believe everything you hear 
about the teacher surplus. There are 
teaching jobs, and Lesley College grad-
uates know how to get them. 
Edith Lesley 
(Continued from page 5) 
With her mother and sister gone, 
Edith found in Gertrude a much need-
ed companion. She remained all 
through Edith's life "her most trusted 
associate and closest friend," in Edith's 
words. Miss Malloch served as part-
time lecturer, full-time faculty mem-
ber and, finally, principal and main-
stay of the Lesley School. 
Throughout the remainder of her 
life, Edith Lesley Wolfard helped the 
Lesley School expand its course offer-
ings, started the Department of House-
hold Arts and a Domestic Science pro-
gram to meet the challenges of rapidly 
changing times, accommodated the 
growing enrollment by acquiring more 
physical property, encouraged the 
growth of student activities and, with 
the essential help of Gertrude Malloch, 
saw the school through both rapid ex-
pansion in the 1920's and difficult 
Depres.sion years . As her health failed, 
she took a less active part in school 
affairs and realized the need to turn 
over the reins of the school to a Board 
of Trustees. The first moves to turn 
over all of her holdings as well as the 
private ownership of the school began 
in 1938. 
It took two years to bring about 
the changeover and another three to 
obtain recognition from the State of 
Massachusetts as a four-year degree 
granting institution of higher educa-
tion. In 1945 the Trustees awarded 
their first Bachelor of Education de-
grees. The Lesley School, begun cau-
tiously in those living room discussions 
at 29 Everett Street in 1909, had be-
come Lesley College. 
Barbara Borin, New England's first 
woman sportscaster, talked on "Wo-
men and Sports" at the grand opening 
of the new all-purpose court September 
22 . Ms. Borin does sports reporting 
for WNAC-TV , Boston; Her appear-
ance was sponsored by the Spokes-
woman Series. Dean Miriam Ritvo 
(left) announced the opening of a 
tennis tournament, and President 
Don A. Orton played a doubles game 
with three students. Vice President 
for Undergraduate Academic Affairs 
George L . Miller (second from right) 
and Vice President for Development 
Arthur V . Lee (right) were present. 
Li vings to n St ebbin s Library in 1958 
Alumni Hall today 
Dr. Les lie M. Oliver, Prof essor of Eng-
lish E111eritus, do nat ed and plant ed 
a 111agno lia tree du ring th e summer. 
With this addition , th e campus court-
ya rd now f ea tur es a wide varie ty of 
trees and shrubs which , thanks to ou r 
capab le maint enanc e staff , are all 
thriving in th e Cambridg e climat e. 
WANTED! ALUMNI NEWS! 
Won't you take a few moments to 
tell us about your teaching position , 
other professional work , family , 
travels , hobbies , etc.? Share your news 
with friends and alumni! Please ret urn 
this form to the Editor , THE CUR-
RENT , LESLEY COLLEGE , 29 EV-
ERETT STREET , CAMBRIDGE, 
MASS. 02138 . 
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